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Republican Journal.

Farm.

We called on an old lady (lie other day.
who, when we were a boy, we knew as
wile of a large l#rmor, the mistress of the
largest dairy the tidiest farm house in those
parts. In those days her house swarmed
with children and work folks, and her
husband's farm was the plantation on
whirh they tbutid homes and a livelihood.
Sinc e, then her husband lias died, her children have grown up, married, and gone
c in into the world to follow other pursuits
than farming, ami the old place has passed
She lives in a village
into other hands.
,i:,
nearby her live a son and adaughYears ol work have wrinkled her
brow and silvered her hair: her step has
lost its lightness, and her eye its keenness,
she is an old lady, who, as she expressed
it, "needs three days to do twelve hours'
work."
Knowing this, and knowing too,
that she has not only an abundance of this
worlds goods, and that her children would
be glad to supply all hel- needs, we were
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Butter.

Securing rich, clean, healthy milk—
milk obtained from good cows, well cared
for, kindly treated, grazed upon sweet,
1.

nutritious pasturage tree trom weeds, and
provided with an abundance of clean, lresh

water,
•>. Drawing the milk from the cow in a
cleanly manner and si tting it in an untainted atmosphere, and keeping it at a
uniform temperature—about (jo degrees
Fahr., while the cream is rising.
:!
Skimming at the proper time and
before the milk becomes old and bitter or
is decomposed.
4.
Proper management in churning.
■i.
Washing out the buttermilk thoroughly and working the butter so as not
to injure its grain.
(!.
Thorough and oven incorporation
ol pure salt and putting down in tight,

clean, well made packages—packages that
will exclude as tar as pnssihle, the air.
7
Placing the butter after it is packed
(if not at once sent to market) in a elean,
well ventilated cellar -one that is moderately dry and absolutely Irec from all impurities and offensive odors.
Cleanliness in all the operations
s.
from tlic* time the milk is drawn to the
parking and of marketing the butter is of
.imperative necessity. Judgment ami experience in manipulating the ereatn and
working' the butter, mu- !, of course, be an
element not to be overlooked or dispensed
will.
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Whitewash fcFor

a

Oat buildings.

We find the following in the proceedings
ol the New York Farmer
Club: The
chairman said that in-response to an in|uirv lor l he best w hi tew Ji lor barns and
outbuildings, lie had received the followl ake a bushel of well burned lime,
ing':
while and unslaked, twenty pounds ol
spani h whiting, seventeen pounds ol rock
•’
houses.
my boy
of brown sugar.
Hut von say 1 needn’t keep a eocv or a sail, and twelve pounds
Slake the lime and sift out any coarse
\\ 1,c
.e
1 niii-l too
Wliv, do
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lump- and mix il into a good whitewash,
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put up then add the other
going
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cvnli milk now. or that alter I have sold
whole together thoroughly, and put on
! e-t butter that over went into
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two or three coats with a common brush.
market bin giling to set my table1 with
To make a cream color, add to the aboye
il
I
a
of
And
boiiglilou stulb
keep eocv.
three pounds of yellow ochre; a fawn
oil
I must a pig. el-e what would 1 do
color, four pounds umber, one pound Incc in the o,ur milk, and having a eocv and
dian red, and one ol lampblack ; if a gray
tint
a j,
I mii-t have a lew hens too.
or stone color is wanted, add lour pounds
n k here
1 hac e got a 1 ittle farm of throe
of raw umber and two of lampblack. l)r.
a,n
where they cut hay enough to keep
Smith said that he was ol the opinion that
e,,w
mil raise enough to fat my pig.
was of no service in the making of
1 get along eomtortably well.
ami
l>o sugar
whitewa-h. ll was nonsensical to use il
1 make money tanning?
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Well,
go
in such
mixture, as il would do no good,
tnd a-k t lie ti. y s, and they will tell yon
and
its use would be -imply a waste of
-I
that
poiiml "| butter 1 make, costs money, fli rock salt mentioned he
sup•
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tke two or three lirkins ol butter
anil two u- t hivi' h ant I red pounds of pork
looks like small business fo them, but il
they had begun as I did they would look
at ii different!y
Uut, to toil the truth 1
keep my eow and pig, because they make
me feel at. home more than any thing else.
1'liev are about all I have that connects me
to the old larm, and though 1 tool terribly
poor sometimes when 1 think of the long
row of milk
pans ! used to have and the
tew t use now, they help a good deal to
make loo e stented
Without them 1
houldn't tee! better than a town pauper
It. is lonesome here sometimes, but the
boys'children are here a great deal, and
with them and the eow and pig I gel
liter to m

along nicely,"
And

tlii- old lady with her hoe still
Hie old larm where hard and
cot -I ant wak ihrudi a long hall century
has won lor her family eomtoi't anil contentment, is going down lo the end of her

eliugiim

lo

labors.

I- il not

a

lesson to

some

who are du-

the di. homesteads and rushing
away to lunnoii ami strife and dependence
ManIl seems so to us
of the chic-

elling

chester Mirror.
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Tight

Barns.

ot proi-i'i-ssjve iih-a- -a:d to us that grass but
partial.', cured e.iihl be -lured in large
bulk in tight barns, with perfect safety,
oine
III
and
looking belter and less
mu -1y u,an if dried ami stored in ventilatWe regarded it as a visionary
ed ham
idea, lo which lie had given a kindly reception on account ol il- novelty, hut
which would result it. I.c- il put. in prac-

Nearly thirty year- ago,

a

man

tice.
the u-lom then lo .-ide tip barns
green Ilai'il-. -o that they would
shrink in -ea-'iiing, leaving wide cr-ieks
I1
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to
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drying nut the hay.
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Fermentation, like combustion,
l,\ the union of oxygen with

I

d :oi hi more proceed if air it
titan lev
an burn under like
Many iarmiTs have learned
v
it t.-nniitit rapidly when
one,
-i us ,,,
:
op a dov
,„,,irly exclude
'Id oi lire fangs when
'i,.' air. end thill
tin■■.vvii wlc
e.aih' can trample il umh r
loot.
I lie eat.-- which, above all others, has
made gras- and hay a special study, is
ail" a.
v
ich'd

lairy men.
fluty have ascertained by experiment-. directed by science, that hay
will keep ii iter in elaplnarded or battened

i"pe;, ii-irii.s or slacks. That
:.
I.- -o moderate as to only
iirv out the hay without moulding.
II il is a fin i th ii hay ran be sifely put
in a tight barn, less
•ured than is neeessary ii slacked or stored
upon scaffold.-, or in
.pen harns.it is a
very important fact lor farmers, as it will
arn-

he

haii

netiting

v

enable them to gather their hay crop with
much less exposure to the vicissitudes ol
the weather, foreyen wln-re hay is in cock,
the exterior surface is injured by contact
with dew or rain
j llural I Iome.
F'uiluer

Com,

in Maine who h:i- IkuI exn il, ami recom1 k*i it net- v\ it!i 11 11 <I<■
its ni"iv general u.st1 among farmlinn I
H', li-ils tin
billowing as ltia iiintlii.nl,
v\Ijn ii us- insiTi, lining aware that there
are iliver.sitic.s of
opinion as to its value:
"For fifteen years 1 have raiseil more or
less every year, ami have eome to regard
mv larm operations as delicient without a
patch lor use lor all my animals in anil
around my buildings, in small quantities
daily, as soon as ii is sntfnaeiitly mature,
which in a majority el eases is quite too
late, iiy reason id too iate planting. Some
most
ol
our
intelligent agriculturists,
a mong win 'in an 11 arris I .cwis and Coring,
it
in
ol
nee
dein
strong terms, as containing
1 think their objecan access ot water.
tions could In childly obviated bv early
planting, as the ladder will lie more mature
when led, at. such time and in such quanA

gentleuien

tities as the animals will relish,
1 apply a lair quantity ot manure, cultivate it in making the soil mellow, lurrowshoal bum two Lo two and one-halt lect

between rows, plant the corn some twenty
kernels to the foot. When the corn is tram
iv to
eight inches high, run a cultivator
between the rows to
keep down the weeds
and stir the soil. I prefer sweet corn (Stow'ell’s F.vcrgrcen is usually
recommended),
as it is le-s bulky and more nutritious.
I
it
before
lo
be sure it will
planting,
prove
from
‘JO
Elanl
to
May
June 20;
grow.
hence it matures very mueli before usinc.
1 begin to feed early, especially it the season be dry ; cutting the fodder twenty-four
hours before. 1 am very confident that if
my farmer would cultivate and feed what
lie can
consume, he will decide that this
•top is as profitable asauy raised upon liis
larm; while there is none so much neglected and abused.”

whether or not the latter would improve
Mr. Fly said he had found
mixture.
in his experience that tallow was a good
ingredient lor whitewash, but Dr. .Smith
ili.l not agree with him. as lie thought that
tallow would not mix well with lime.
tlie

yet soft.

Pocket'Book.

Green

Little

The

stood on the street corBusiness hours
ner, waiting for his car.
were over; he was going home—a bachelor’s home in a boarding house, but none
the less gratelul to his imagination just
then. A line rain tell, the pavement was
clogged with sticky, half-melted snow,
and altogether the evening was as comlortless as an evening can well be in early
April, when the cheering hope of warm
suns and dry streets is immediately at
hand.
The jingling car came by, crowded, as
always at that hour of the day. Mr.
•Singleton had to run half a square in the
mud to catch it, a proceeding which in no
way improved his temper, fie clutched
a strap and glared gloomily at the ladies
who monopolized seals, resentful as a
business man is apt to be, ot the appearance of women in public conveyances at
half-past five in the afternoon. Keeping
his eyes on the straw under foot, he paid
no attention whatever to his neighbors—
if, indeed, one can be said to have such
.John

Singleton

a

Sixteenth Street

her gown.
1 beg

—

—

you have dropped
pardon
something.” said John, picking it up
—

“Sir?”
“This book—you dropped it.”
The old lady looked acidly, tirst at the
book, and then at. John. “The article is
'Then
not mine,” -lie remarked Irigidly.

she

got. out

Mi'. Singleton was the sole remaining
passenger. His impulse was to hand the
book to the conductor, but a glance at
that worthy’s face checked him. “Belter advertise,” he thought; and signaling
the ear to stop, alighted in the mud ot
upper Broadway.
His landlady opened the door in a nervous llutter.
“Oh, sir, it’s you at last.
There’s a telegraphic boy waiting for you
ever so

long.”

Sure enough there sat the boy; and the
result ot his message was that in half an

hour John Singleton was speeding on his
way to Western New York by the night
express, a hastily packed sachel under his
feet, and his head full of other business
than that of finding owners of lost properly. The little green pocket book remained behind in the pocket of the olliee
coat Hung aside at the moment of departure.

There it might have remained for
months, if, diving one day, man-fashion,
after some lost article, his lingers had not
happened to encounter it. This was a

fortnight

of

so

alter his return.

“Hallo! what’s this?” said he. It was
“Bless
a moment before he recollected.
1 had forgotten the
me! this is too bad.
thing completely. 1 must be looking up
the owner il there’s enough in it to pay
lie released the elastic

strap and opened
It is often recommended to sol. several
There was no money, no
the pages.
lton.'' :il tin- sniiic time. :unl w lieu the chicks
place lor any. The little book was a
ure liutelieil, to give them to one of more,
dian, shabby, green bound, with no
iiiul re-set the others. In such :i season as
Most id' the
name on the title-page.
the present it will frequently pay better to
leaves were blank, a lew only being
use siieh liens as step-mothers, a part of
scribbled over in a light, girlish handthem at least.
Some liens wean their
writing. .John glanced over these in
an
at
eluehs at too early
age,
any rate; search of a clew, and pretty soon growy el, alter the w eather becomes more mild
interested, drew his chair to the lire,
ami sett lei I, this trait is not so objectiona- ing
cocked up his feet, and proceeded lo read
while tlie weather continues
llul
ble.
colil ami wet. early chicks should not be regularly.
lhe diary began :
left without a lien to brood them, unless
“October .a. Last night, Alice and l orn
To
well
are
otherwise
lor.
provided
they
lL
and I went to l)r. bellows' lecture.
teach a hen to take a brood of chicks sevHe said that tho great
was interesting.
eral weeks old in the place ol those she
in life is direction, that is, that no
lias just hatched, first remove from the thing
matter how far oil' our aims seem, if our
nest box the most 1'i the nest, so as to atatl'ord more space, and then give her
1'lit
tile foster-chicks late in the evening,
them in with the hen and leave all together until morning. Then remove both
ime coop and the
lieu and chicks to tin*
same place the brood icon pied before. Ijye

only set toward- them, we are
get there some day. In the very
middle ol the cold winter, lie said, we
turn a corner, and begin to go toward
the spring, and it is as if we were there,
laces are

to

sure

That is beaulibecause we are certain.
lul. I shall try to recollect it when things
night's lodging together will usually eau.se seem especially contrary, as the} do somethe lien to cenLre her maternal all'eetions
times.
in her adopted darlings, even should they
“October «. 1 have been making my
a prodigious grow th
have
made
to
appear
winter bonnet, or rather warming over the
of
the
in a very tew hours ; and the location
old one. for il is Alice’s turn to have the
brood the next day, in their familiar quar- new this
year. She ought to always, she
ters, will reconcile them to the slight lias to see such
stylish people in the houses
change in their little home all airs. [K\. where she teaches. The old brown felt
doesn’t look bad, considering it is its
(' ai.ii u:m \ Fvu.u bill.. There are few
third appearance. I’ve steamed the velhouses
cozy, comfortable, middle-class
vet, and curled the leather with a hot pen1 lie house is either a liiagnilieeiiL country
knife,and tucked in a little blue bow, and
residence, or a mean, unpaiuted, redwood Tom
Tom is
says it looks ‘gorgeous.’
shanty, though either can be occupied by always funny about my things. The puda man immensely wealthy.
Kvery thing ding Tom likes so much
.seems
l ake eight large baking apples, pare,
put there adventitious; nothing
1’ut.
grew out of the soil. There are no ancient core, ami lay them in a deep dish.
ol
no
Instead
no
shrubbles,
trees,
grass.
a little sugar and a mite of cinnamon in
tare
homely farmer messes, you eat urban
each. Soak a teacupful of tapioca in a
of beefsteak and hot biscuit made with
cpiart of hike-warm water for an hour,
Huston yeast-powder. You hope for pump- then
pour on, and bake till the apples are
kin pie, and get a can of Haltimore oysand tender. Milk and sugar.
pink
ters. there are Oregon apples, Cincinnati
“Marianne gave mo this recipe. Tom
hams and stewed prunes from (lermany.
he wishes he could have il three
A man may be worth islOtl.Ooii and have says
times a week, but 1 tell him apples are
ii
milk to whiten his collce. The cow
very expensive.
runs on the range and comes home when
“November 1. IN e been to a party,
A boy may be dispatched for
she lists
It was at the Almys.
a large one.
her on his tough little shaggy cow-horse, quite
Ellen Aluiy asked me, and papa said 1
and a man may be sent to bring the i/>v
for once, because it did no harm to
home. The yard fences all look imported, might
Ul
1
NUlllLN
III 111K.
uu;
NL
LIH
Million.
a contractoras
are
all
have
;
things
they
of tilings is very pleasant! There
like look, a little tawdry, a little cheap. vanity
discussion over vvliat I should
was a
Kvery thing is so naked and so new, that wear. great
Alice invented mo a trimming
no one ean hang a tradition on
it. There
for my poplin out of mamma’s old blue
is no moss mi the fences; the new ly-sawed
sill;, and lent me her locket and a pocketboards and posts and the houses stand out
handkerchief trimmed with edging. Alice
painfully ugly and prominent beneath the is so dear! I left mv hair down
mv hack,
lovely sky
because Tom likes it best so, and the
‘_.
T'u \M ri ANUNO- Pi.am s. The editor of blessed boy made me a present of a pair
kids, pale yellow, with
the (lermantown Telegraph say s : There oi new gloves
I nearly cried over them,
two buttons.
is no mode that we ever tried so effectual
in transplanting tomato, cabbage, cante- the poor fellow has so little money; but
said Flossy must be ‘swell,1 cost what
hmpe, or any other tender plant from the he
1 had a rose for my hair off
hot bed, or from one place to another, as it might.
Alice’s bush; and altogether regarded
to prepare a vessel tilled with manure
water and rich soil, about the consistency myself as very line, until 1 reached the
id thin mush with which the roots of the Abnys; then, as papa would say, 1 found
level, lor the girls were gorgeous,
plant should be well coaled, and set in a my
hole amdc with a round piece ol wood or Lily in white silk, F.llen in lovely pink
dibble Alter being ralh. (irmly planted, crape, with her hair powdered. Oh, 1
moisten again with manure water. We can’t pretend to remember, but they
have never failed in any Iransplanliiig, looked beautiful! After all. 1 had just
when done in this wav, and the,trouble is as nice a time, for 1 danced every dance,
in spite oi my old blue, German included.
very slight.
Such a kind, pleasant boy took me in to
PliF.v i:\tinii Damaiii: r.v <Yijuast supper, and I spoiled my gloves by getWokms. Dry ashes are recommended as ting ice cream on the thumb. Alice put
-■

—

preventive against the ravthe currant worm.
When the
worms first appear, dust the bushes tlioro’ly with drvpslie.s when the morning dew
is upon them.
The application must lie
repeated two or three times at intervals of
a few days, as more worms will hatch

being

a sure

ages ol

from

previously

laid eggs.

1. Wilder of Pembroke
says in the
Maine farmer that he has a
thorough bred
short horn cow, lour years old last March,
that made in one week last January, eleven
and three-fourths pounds of as niee butter
M

as

was

ever

produced by

a

Jersey

cow.

it was but seven minutes churning by the
clock. Her feed was but four quarts ol
shorts per day, and as much good hay as
she would eat.

on

benzine,

some

look

so

nice

they

but

again.

won't ever

However, 1

never

expect to go to any more parties, so except for their being dear Tom’s present,
it doesn’t matter.”

this is,” solilopoint. “1
didn’t know’ that there were any such
girls left.”
“November 10. Studied, read, practiced, made gems lor tea. I’apa called
them capital.
"November 15. Ditto, ditto.
“Christmas Day. ‘The owl for all his
feathers isa-cold.’ Just come from church.
We decided not to give any presents to
each other this year, but to spend the tiny
bit we could spare on Mrs. Maloney and
the chicks. Tom presented me with his
India rubber pencil, Mr. Squires having

Why,

what

a

baby

quized John Singleton,

at this

An Knglish country paper records the given lum a new one.
"May 2. How long it is since 1 wrote
following fact: A cow on the farm ol
Mr. Wilson, in Harrowdale, Cumberland, anything in my diary! All our time has
recently broke her leg. It was amputated, gone to papa. Ho is better now; but
and a wooden leg supplied, and she is now how frightened we have been !
It makes
me shiver to recollect it.
What could
stumping about and doing well.

do without papa? Now summer is
and he will grow strong. Alice and
1 have lost so much sleep that we are
drowsy as owds.
“June o. Papa is better, but Alice is
all tired out. How hard it is to be poor
when anybody is sick! 1 don’t mind it
The average cost of wintering horses
in well times.
in the New England States, as sliow'n by
“August 10. Papa feels a little weaker,
the returns ot the Agricultural
At Toronto, Wednesday mornin". Jas War- but the doctor
Departsays it may be only the
ment, is aS follows: Maine, $37; New ren, aged 41 years, imprisoned on the 1st of heat. I was thinking just now ot the sea,
an
on
for
a little girl,
outrage
received 20
Hampshire, $37; -Vermont, $38; Massa- June
roll of the breakers and the
lashes with a “cat-o’-nine tails’’ in the jail the long, cool
chusetts, $l.r,; Rhode Island, $48; Con- yard. He will receive 20 more ladies
before swash, the gulls diving and plunging, the
necticut, $45.
leaving the prison.
crunching of the sand under foot, hard.
we

A heavy storm passed over the oil) of Yergeimes Friday afternoon. Its path w as about
tour miles
wide, destroying crops and lodging
grass in Yergennes, Addison, Waltham and
New Ilaven. The Catholic church at
Yergennes was
damaged #1,000. The windows of the
Congregational and Kpiscopal churches were
all broken by hail. It was the severest storm
since 1SJ2.

—

horse-railway carriage.
Twenty-Fourth
Thirty-Second—Fortieth. The car emp- must.
tied rapidly. As the last lady left, and
“January 17. Nothing yet, and dear,
rose to get out, a small, green book bedear Alice has been ill for three weeks.
came visible, half hidden by the folds of
She is a little better, or 1 don't know
in

lor :ui advertisement.

Step-Mothers.

IIow delicious it would be to
feel it all again 1 Perhaps I shall dream
about it to-night.
“August 11. No; 1 dreamed instead
that we were trying doughnuts in a hot
kitchen. What a mid-summer's dream !
I am afraid 1 have a
vulgar mind !
“October 4. How little 1 guessed when
I wrote such foolish words what was
going to happen. Papa is dead. It was
the 17th of September.
1 can’t write
about it yet. Oil, papa!
“Christmas again
such a sad day!
We three have been sitting over the register all the afternoon, and making our
plans. Papa’s life insurance is all we
have-to live on now. Tom must give up
being a doctor, and take a clerk’s place.
Air. Squires lms found one for him. He
is very brave, and does not
say one word
to show how disappointed be
is; but we
all know. I have written to ask Mrs.
Morris to find me a place to teach children. Alice says i am too young, but 1
feel old, and it the children are not too
big 1 think 1 can manage. Anything is
better than letting Alice work so hard.
If no place opens as teacher, 1 shall try
lor something else, tor do something 1

near

what 1 should do.
“March is. 1 have heard of
a

a

place in

shop—”

Here the writing broke otf abruptly.
John hastily turned over the remaining
Not another word, except, in
pages.
pencil near the end, “Black ribbon, 47
cents; boy at crossing, 4 cents; oranges
tor Alice, fi cents;” and underneath a
single line: “Patience isn’t always plea

ant, but she leads to

pleasant things.”
pretty business!” be solilothe
little book in bis
quized, stowing
breast pocket. “As well search tor a
needle in a bay stack as for this girl out
of all New York city. Why can’t, women
“Here’s

a

eyes which he had noticed

on

the beach

confronted him.
“It’s the Miss Whittemores, Mr.
I
don’t recall your name,” remarked Mrs.
Klkius, spooning out his steaming chowder. And in this unceremonious way the
introduction was effected.
Intimacies ripen fast under such circumstances. Heading, sailing, and walking together, spending whole days and
day after day in company, it was no wonder that betore long the three so lately
strangers should become as old friends.
It was easy to know the Misses Whittemores. they were so trank and simple, so
pleasantly well-bred. Alice, the eldest, a
gentle, womanly creature, quiet in speech
and manner, and lull ot a certain sweet
common-sense, was evidently the object
of fondest care to the
brown-eyed Marion.
•John had never known any girls like them.
It was a revelation ot the pleasant possibilities of lite to be in such contact. Still,
his shyness and old habit of distrust
hampered and held him back. “What
man ever understood a woman ?” he asked himself. ‘1 don’t pretend to. ’Flossy,
indeed! I did have a real glimpse ot her
in that blessed little book ! Now it some
lair} would just open a door and let me
see the inside ol Marion’s heart in the
same way, then 1 should know where 1
—

was.”

Marion !
Vos, the imaginary Flossy
dethroned ; the real Marion reigned
in he; stead. John, however, was still uucouse.ous of his subjugation, and how
long (lie affair might have halted no one
can tell, had not Fate, as she olten does,
taken the matter into her own hands.
••My brother is coming down for Sunday,” aid Alice one morning.
11 ive you a brother
■•Oil, yes. Have we never told you
about him? l’oor boy! ii is bis first vacation this summer. We have wished for
him so often, and now at last lie can
was

come

John watched the sisters curiously, as
write their names and addresses in lull the\ made ready fur their walk to the dewhile they are about it ?”
lict tl at alternoon, but lie did not offer to
He took up a newspaper, but the letaccompany them. “Lucky fellow !” he
ters danced before bis eyes, and belore muttered, with a
sigh, and fell to gnawlong he had pulled the green book out ing his mustache, sure sign ol uneasiness
again and was re-reading the journal. An and emotion.
odd excitement stirred his pulses. For a
Hv-amlJiv they came back, each holdgood many years—in fact, since the age ing nr arm of a broad-shouldered, merryof nineteen, when his first love jilted him faced
y.iflit, who walked between with a
lie had counted himself a determined lace of entire contentment..
old bachelor, and having no mother or
M\
brother, Mr. Singleton,” said
sister, had drilled out ot the wav of Mire, in her gentle voice, as John rose
womankind and their interests.
Flos- tn
greet them
sy's” simple record seemed to bring him
•■Happy to know you,” said the now
back to this forgotten world.
It was as comer,
shaking hands cordially. “The
it' a girl had sat down by bis side and
girls have written about you till 1 led as
whispered her secrets in bis ear. Visions it we were acquainted. 1 say, what a
of a siveet, tired face behind a counter, beach! t'an’t we have a sail this evening.
ot appealing blue eyes (lie was certain Flossy ?’’
.1 ilm started as if shot.
they must be bine,) of a veil of soft light
hair (hair to match the eyes.) swept over
I thought your name was Marion,”
him, and all his knighthood was roused. he sai I, confusedly, staring like one in a
Find her lie must, and help her; but cl roan.
how?
Never did search seem so unsur ailsu ri i'll nil eiessli-S so ll is,
1\ : -lj111 inv middle inline is Florence, |
promisingly devoid ot clue.
and Tom called nu; Floss always when we
round, a small green poekel-nook,
He does now, sometimes.”
appeared next day among the "IVrsonals” were little
in the Herald, and was reiterated so 1101113
•■You really must leave it oil',” said
times thereafter as to lieeonie, as is were, Alice.
Flossy is absurd lor a grown-up
a permanent feature of the
paper. A sin- person.”
"I’m rather loud ol it.” remarked Magular rage lor shopping seized upon duhn
Kvery alternoon, leaving his otlice early, rion : "it doesn’t sound absurd to me at
he betook himself to this amusement, all.”
"It's lioautil'ul !” jerked out John, still
ehoosiuj always those shops where women were
employed. No bride elect., with absorbed in the suddenness ol his sura
Marion looked at him astonished,
trousseau to buy, ever went into the prise.
business more determinedly. Long stairs lie lelt himself blush tinder her gaze, but
daunted him not; he penetrated to third ottered no e\pl illation, and the subject
stories, to luurth, even to those mysteri- was dropped.
ous topmost regions where “ladies’ outThe real and the ideal rarely combine
When they do, only one conclulitting” is attended to. Kvery where he in lit**
questioned, “Have you among your em- sion seems possible. FI vents Hew rapidly
ployes a young lady named Florenee ? I alter this rr/rdrris*t )nr)il. The course ol
Have accidentally come into possession of true li ve Ims intervals of smooth running,
an article
belonging to her which 1 am for ali the poets may say to the contrary.
The bright hunter’s moon ol that year
anxious to return.’
looked down upon two extremely happy
But no one answered the advertisement;
and though more than one 1- hirenee turn- people, and when Christmas gladness
ed up in the simps, they were not lh> one, dawne ! on earth, it found them happier
they had no connection with the little Still.
It was on the lirst delicious evening
green pocket-look.
So May passed, and dune and duly and spent in their new home that John broke
the silence and told the tale of his treaswhen August drew on, and the city hi
ure-trove
The} sat together by the lirecame a great locus of baking walls and
side, and 1- lossy turned the worn pages of
ev il savors, our friend, tough and active
the diary with a tender touch.
as he was, began to feel the need of
1 > ii
shabby old thing 1’’ site lulu
change. “Flossy’s” words haunted him
"Yet it. brought us together I”
mured.
“The long, cool roll and the swash, the
"And to think how I .searched for you
gulls diving and plunging in the, spray
in all the simps of the city !”
they tilled him with longing lor tile sea.
Shops? (Hi, 1 didn't go to the shop,
lie resolved on a vacation; and one sulAunt Marion died the very
know.
try evening, after an hour's bumping on you
1
the railway, and a further jolt in a coun- week alter wrote that, and lett me two I
hundred dollars because I wa named tor
try wagon, he found himself at “Oriental
1 lelt so rich to be able to take Alice
Point,” on the Long Island shore; a spot her.
llow little we guessed,
which had rejoiced in the name of ('lam to the sea-shore,
\ mi
ante, and we grew to be I rlends,
Cove, until a recent rechristening at the when
that all that time you had m, old diary
whose
hands of local
—

••

••

■

imaginspeculators,
ations, tired by the completion of the
Branch Iiailroad, had jumped forward to

hotels and a crowd of metroBoth hotels and
“boarders.’’
crowd were lia| pily non-existent so far,
and the sylvan quiet of Clam Cove still
brooded over Oriental Point. The red
farm-houses scattered along the beach
sutliced for the few strangers who had
found out the place, aud in one of these
Mr. Singleton aud Ills knapsack were re-

anticipated
politan

ceiveil anil welcomed wall a hearty country hospitality, which, it. was to lie feared,

would disappear with the nearer approach
of the uhicpiitous steam-whistle.
Two days ol basking in sun and sail,
two nights of cool freshness, made him a
new

man.

Idterly

content

and

utterly

he fell indisposed for everything but
to lie under the shade of rocks, watch the
water come and go, and nap and dream.
It was the fourth day ot this oyster-like
existence that lie roused from a dozing
reverie at the sound of voices speaking
Some ladies lul l seated themselves
near.
just below hint. One, dressed in mourning and wrapped in a shawl, scented an
invalid. The other had dark, red brown
hair streaming down over a cool looking
white and black dress. She was reading
aloud Lowell’s little poem, “Sea Weed.”
John caught the words distinctly.
I wonder what that means exarllv,”
she said as she finished.
“It is very graceful—”
“Yes, but it’s puzzling, too a fascinating puzzle. I'm always wondering it Mr.
Lowell, when he wrote if, meant the same
tiling which I falley lie meant. It ipiite
teases me.”
“And.yet you like it so much.”
“Oh. that’s the very reason, i like to
lie teased and set to thinking. Alice, are
you w arm enough ?”
John pricked up his ears. Hut this girl
lias dark hair.
Thanks—yes, I am almost warm
enough. Still, you might teteli the gray
shawl, Marion, it you don’t mind.”
John caught a glimpse of the girl’s
face as she came back with the shawl, a
fresh, pleasant face, with eyes of the same
red-brown as the hair. She saw him, too,
and the sisters lowered their voices. He
did not hear another word after that.
Two days later his landlady met him
with a troubled countenance.
“I’m so sorry!” she began. “It’sjust
as sudden on mo’s on you, but my daughter she’s written that she and the children
must come home for a spell ’cause the
youngest \s had cholera infanticide and
the doctor lie says they must get away’s
fast’s they can and it’s too bad to turn you
out but I don’t see no other way to fix it
and if you don’t mind Elkins next door
has a room free every bit like the one you’re
in now and Almiry shall carry over your
tilings and you’ll be every whit, as comfortable and 1 hope you’ll have no hard
feeling about it.” All this in a breath,
without audible punctuation.
John comforted the good dame, whose
face was full of trouble. After all, what
did it matter? “Almiry” lent a hand,
and in two hours he was seated in Mrs.
Elkins’s front room, “every whit as comfortable” as he had been in his old quarters.
doing down to dinner, the red-brown

lazy,

in your pocket!”
And how little l guessed that the
‘Flos i,' 1 had limited for and dreamed
close at. hand!
You’ll make
about "
me
1’on. s pudding some day, won’t you,

although ‘apples are expensive?’”
Marion raised the little green book to
her lips and kissed it. Then she kissed
John. ! I larper's llazar.
Facts

About

London.

1l is tlio greatest city the world ever
It is the heart of the ltritish empire
saw
am! the world. It covers within fifteen
mile-' radius of ('haring Cross nearly
It mini hers withseven hundred miles.
in these boundaries lour millions of inhabitants. It comprises loo.OOO foreigners
irom ev ery quarter of the globe. It contains more Homan Catholics than Home
itself, more dews than the whole ot Hales-

Some

NUMBER 3

College Boys of Note.

A letter writer at Brunswick sketches

pleasantly some of the college experiences
of Longfellow and Hawthorne, l’ierce and
Fessenden, Cilley and .John A. Andrew,
He says:
Perhaps tiie man of all men who knows
more than any about this subject is the
venerable Prof. Packard, still living at
the ripe old age of seventy-seven, in a
retired mansion just outside the college
yard. He was the early tutor of Longfellow, Hawthorne, and Pierce. He has
been a professor at the college over halt
a
century. He is now the college librarian. It was a beautiful afternoon as 1
walked up to the campus, and, passing
into the library, with its lofty roof and
oaken gallery, found the old professor in
a corner nook,
reading a late review. He
has a personal greeting for every one and
personal knowledge of all save four who
have graduated from Bowdoin for over
half a century. He went over the incidents of these 111ty years or more, seemingly as il they were Iml the occurrences
of yesterday.
Of his old co-laborers not
one is left behind.
Packard became a
tutor in the

college in 18111. Longfellow,
Hawthorne, Abbott, the historian. Congressman Cilley, Oeorge B. Checver, the
celebrated divine and author ol “Deacon!

remained the more I seemed iastened to

‘■

leaving

the recitation room, instead

ol

with the rest of the class as they
to laugh and chat, lie would immediately dropoff either by himself or in
company with one of his peculiar associ1 remember it was olten his delight
ates.
to wander away alone down among the
pises. Here in some noiseless retreat he
would remain for hours studying ami
musing by himself. He seemed to have
a dread ot contaet with his fellow-students,
Irish
than Dublin, more Scotchline, more
and exhibited tendencies to solitude. Hut
men than
Kdinburgh, more Welshmen few of lii.s class-mates ever came to know
than Cardill', and more country born tierhim well. In college lie had but three
sons than the countries of Devon, W arassociates. With these he was very intiwickshire, and Durham combined; has a
One was Franklin l'ierce.
Pierce
mate.
birth in it every live minutes; has seven
afterward became President of the I 'nited
accidents every day in its 7,000 miles of
States, and Hawthorne his biographer.
streets; lias on an average twenty-eight “I remember,” continued
my informant,
miles ot new streets opened and 9,1)00 new
them olten together in college
houses built in it every year; has one hun- “seeing
1
know
the friendship which
and
dred and twenty-tour persons every day, days, then formed lor each other lasted
they
and |.">,0(>i> annually added to ils populalife.
Hawthorne’s two other
tion ; lias 1,0110 ships and it,000 sailors in through
associates in college were Horatio Bridge,
its ports every day; has 17,000 habitual
now at the head ot the bureau of clothing
criminals on its police register, increasing in the naval
department, and George S.
it at an average of ;id,o0o per annum ; lias
Sawyer, now ehiel justice of South Caromore than one third ot all the crime in the
lina.” In recitations Hawthorne was not
country committed in it; lias as many beer remarkable lor accuracy.
In tact, lie
shops and gin-palaces as would, if placed was
often deficient.
Mathematics
very
side by side, stretch Irom Charing Cross
lie disliked very much. He excelled only
to Portsmouth, a distance of seventy-three
in one branch—that of a writer,
Prot.
drunkards
has
;i,ooo
miles;
annually Newman often spoke ot his translations
has
as
before
the
brought
magistrates;
as showing a high order of taste, while
many paupers as would more than occu- his
English compositions were always
has
py every house in Brighton;
upward excellent. He was, indeed, a lover ol
ot a million habitual
negleeters of public literatim', and preferred rather to give
worship; lia*ssi\lv miles of open shops vent to his natural genius than to allow
every Lord’s day; has need of 900 new himselt to he
cramped and molded into
churches and chapels and ion additional the mere
memorizing machine of the
city missionaries and has an inllueneo with class-room. But to
complete the story,
all parts of the world,
represented by the some one lias said that Hawthorne was
,,'t
of
letit
m
ddS.OoO.OOO
yearly delivery
blessed with a noble wife, whom, if he
ters.
had never loved he would in all probability have died undeveloped and un1 he Bratlleboro’ lteeord is excited over known. Both are now dead. Hawthorne
the tramp nuisance. It says: "Vermont sleeps on a pleasant hill-slope near ConHis ideal wife rests in an old
needs a new law relating to tramps. KCery cord.
county should have a workhouse and church-yard in London. In heaven, let
us trust, their souls are again united.
every tramp be put into it, and made to
work for his board. But with our bienniF11ANKI.IN FIERCE.
al legislature we shall be obliged to wait
When Franklin Pierce entered Bowdoin
till next year before anything can lie done
in 1820 lie was sixteen years ol
about it. After the horse is stolen per- collegeFour
years later he graduated, and
age.
haps they will lock the door. We are not bade his friend Hawthorne, who was to
so much
impoverished in Verinontthat we remain another year, good by. Pierce, i
cannot afford to call the legislature
togeth- am told, did not do much during his first
er once a
year, and this is none too often, two years in college, lie seemed to look
unless we dispense with the general court
upon the labors ot a Greek or Latin lexientirely. We may he wrong, but these con as a kind of an unsocial and unprofitare our views.”
able drudgery. At the end ot his second
year, however, lie suddenly changed his
1 reliably the first of her sex to attain to the course.
Prof. Packard says young Pierce
of professor in an American college is afterward told him how it came about.
dignity
-Miss Priscilla Hreslin of Vassal', who has just
as he lay on his bed the thought
One
lieeii elected to the
professorship of mathemat- of hisday
whole past course, with a remark
ics in that institution.
on the subject dropped by one of his classThe Snake Run Academy is the name of an
He
Indiana School. The scholars must all he mates, suddenly flashed upon him.
resolved to do better. And he did. Prof.
adders.

Diver.

a

A

correspondent who has interviewed
Captain IJoyton sends a report of the captain's statements to the Gentleman’s
Mag-

azine : “.Soon afterwards I worked down
into the Gulf of Mexico. The first coral I
raised was at Catoche. Knocking round
about there, f heard of the loss of tie -eh
team. The first mate and three men
got
sa\ed, but the captain and his daughter,
and three men got lost. 1
slung round to
see it she could bo
raised.
Altei we'd
spent best part of a week we sailed ovet
her and dropped anchor. ItAvas a lovt-iv
Sunday morning when we struck her
She lay in sixty leet of water on a bottom
as white at the moon,
hooking down I
could see her leaning over on one side up
on the coral reel.
When 1 got down t >
her I saw she’d torn a great gap in tinreef when she ran against it.
The mainmast was gone and hung by the fore
I
clambered up: I saw whole shoals oi tl-li
playing in and out of the hatches. First 1
went to look for the bodies, for I never
like to work while there is any of them
about.
Finding the fo'castle einpt} I
went to the two little state cabins It urn
rather dark, and 1 had to feel in the lowm
bunks. There was nothing in the lir-t,
and in the other the door was locked, i
pried it open and shot back the lock with
my adz. It flew open, and out something
fell against me. I felt at once it was tie
woman’s body. 1 was not exactly frightened, but it shook me rather. I slung
from me, and went out into the light a i.
until i got hold of myself. Then 1 turned
back and brought her out- poor thing !
•She’ll been very pretty, and as 1 carrle I
her in my arms, with her white I tee m -tling against my shoulder, s|n- seemed n-

Packard says ho afterward heard Pierce
recite in Locke at his junior examination,
and it was one ol the best recitations of
the class. I am told, also, that he was a
very earnest student in logic and political
economy, and while in college gave much
time to the speeches and works of the
best British statesmen. His themes also
were noted tor their finish, and he achieved not a little reputation in college as a
debater. Even then he was an ardent
politician, and, says my informant. “I
have seen young Pierce often laying down
the ease before a knot ot
politicians at the
village postofliceT A young man of tine
looks, pleasing address, and by instinct a
gentleman, be was one ot the most popular men at college—in fact a
general lawrite with alt. \\ Idle in
college he taught
school one winter in one of the rural districts ot .Maine, and found much favor
also in the eyes of all the
country girl-,.
“Speaking of debating,” says mv informant, I remember one evening as i
passed through the college hall to mv
room, 1 heard some one speaking in an
earnest tone.
The door ot the library was
file members of one ot the colopen,
if she was only sleeping
1 made her la-t
lege societies were engaged in debate.
to the line, as carefully as 1 could, to send
The question was a political one. 1
paused her
and listened to this voice. The
tip. and tbelish played about her a- ii
longer 1

Odes’ Distillery,” besides ex-Senator .). this place. At the close 1 declared I had
\V. Bradbury, of Maine, and several other never listened to a more plausible or inThe young man who
distinguished men, were gathered in the genious argument.
class of 18-it. The distinguished Commo- made it was Franklin Pierce.'
\ in ei i’iiiin to <*t.\
inn m.
dore Preble also had an only son in tlii~
class, as did old Jeremiah Mason, the
Again, il is said, that he played a promfamous lawyer of New Hampshire. The inent part in the following incident:
son of the latter studied law, but died in ! l.atayeUe,
who we- everywhere hailed
1
earl\ life. It. is said the class, as a whole, with joy in this country, was at that time
was very ambitious.
Young Cilley, who on a tour tin-..mrli the Fa-tern states. The
was afterward shot
by Craves, earnestly renowned patriot had got as tar ea t as
contended in his classl'or the lirst position. 1 ortsmouth, when il became doubtful it
But lie found too strong an opponent in he would proceed further,
li had, howJosiah S. Little, of Portland, who was ever, been reported that lie would pass
somewhat older than (he rest of the class, through Brunswick, and so it, was pri
and who had been finely fitted at Exeter. posed by Pierce, ( illev and others, to give
And so young Cilley, after liis first year, Lafayette a reception. Accordingly the
seemed to lose bis ambition and fell back. students hired carriages, secured a canIt was thought that Little would make his non, and went at the proper time out on
mark in the world, but bo came in pos- the Brunswick road to meet thelleueral
session of a large property and in addition and his stall'. About nine o’clock in the
married a rich wile, and so never reached j owning there was seen coming up the
the goal id' fame.
At graduation, the road the procession of students all ablaze.
three lirst parts, the orations, were award- By a preconcerted arrangement il was aiied to Little, Bradbury, and Longfellow. iiouneed at the moment through ail the
Il may seem strange to some that of all town that Lafayette was near
fhe peothe men who nave gone out from Bov
ple rushed out. of their houses, the ladies
doin, no one who has ever graduated lirst ! waved their handkerchiefs, and cheer rose
fhe (lenerul bowed in acin his class has achieved a national repu- upon cheer
tation. The poet Longfellow, 1 believe, knowledgement, and dually got down
has come the nearest, to it,
lie was third trom bi- carriage and condescended to
ki-s several of the lair young ladies t hat
in his class, while Hawthorne stood No
18, Abbott, the historian, about Jo, Pierce mail was not < Jen. Fatayette. but one John
< leveland, of New York, a student, who
about ■_’(), and John A, Andrew came out
had personated the character to perfection.
at the loot.
The whole atl'air wound up with a supper
isixitrtti.i.ow
—a
good joke—and so the people ot’ Brunslu his college days Longfellow's pawick never saw the real hero.
1’lic young
rents resided in 1’ortland.
1 I sSIMU.V
poet entered Bowdoin one year in adI lie great Senator Fessenden, tile peer
as
at
a
the
vance,
early age
Sophomore,
ol litteen.
In college, 1 am told, lie had of Sunnier, was also a graduate ut limvlie
no exclusive associates,
mingled and duin. lie was a blaeh-eved idling lioi
talked freely with all, and so came to lie when he entered college, though it is -aid
lie proved himselt a good sehnlar -Mid
universally regarded by the boys as a
social and genial fellow, lu recitations ! young man of excellent, habits. Vet the
lie was always very prompt and attentive | professors found in him evidence ef that
lie showed himselt to be a very tine reei- \ same sterling independence which he exIn hi- college dai s,
In the languages he was hibited in late life
tation scholar.
now. the town lmys went under the
especially finished, and lii.s themes always as
In name of
taggers," a title given to them
bore the stamp id' a classical mind
Not unlreiptently these
mathematics and metaphysics, however, by the tilde,its
lie was not particularly distinguished. ! bitter toes, the aggers and indents, met
each other in battle
It was not sale lor a
though he acquitted himselt fairly. While
line
in college he wrote a great deal cl poetry. student to In out. at nigh: alone,
it iva- suddenly announced that a
is
one
now
in
which
evening
poem
print,
among
l’rof 1’ackard. while in crowd of ‘yaggers'’ had seized a student
much admired,
Boston, once called upon James <1. Car- and were sev-a-cly beating him down the
file military company of students
ter, then the editor of the Biterary Re- pines
view, ol Boston. •■Who is that young was suddenly called out and hastened to
the scene.
lellow down there.” says Mr. Carter,
Young tcsscndcii led Ihe
who writes such good poetry
ll
troops. No sooner had lie reached the
held when I’tv-ideiil Allen appeared all
seems that young Longfellow was a constant poetical contributor to this Review alibi -e with excitement
Says I’re blent
while in college.
There i- a very old Allen: “1'I's-enden, I irdcr yon to your
(lo at once, or you will sutler punroom,
desk now in college which is said to had
been a part of the college furniture of the ishment." Fessenden instantly replied, ”1
■poet. I am told that while in college he i should glory to be punished in ,-ueh a
read nearly all the distinguished British cause," and in the same breath ordered
poets, and showed himself very fond id his young soldiers on. The story goes
the old essayists ot history and biography. that, there was some ditlicully between
While in college lie also delivered before Fesseudeti and the laeillt.y about the lime
the students a very line production on of his graduation, ou account of which
''King 1‘hilip and Miles Standi-li. and at Fessenden’s diploma was withheld. In
graduation the subject of his oration was (later years, after the great man got, into
"The Lite and Writings of Chatterton.’
'engross, the college laeulty, it is s:1j,|
But he was then, as now, very much ottered to lorwurd his diploma to Him, to
which lie replied that ‘-lie had trot, along
It was half a
averse to public speaking
without it tint- far, and he thought he
century last July since he graduated III
However this
class held a reunion at lied time
and could tiie i.'st. i,I die way
may he, it, i- well-known that hi hi-: later
Longfellow delivered a poem
y ears at least he was a very firm frie,nd of
11 v vv rH< u;M
the college, and tmt imfrerpientlv ame
Hawthorne's parents lived in the old 1 eiek to v isit, the- scene- ot his \ outh
town of Salem, Mass.
.intis v
Young .Nathaniel
\si)i;r:w
entered Bowdoin at the age of seventeen
.lohii V Andrew, atterward the lam,atAs a student he was the reverse ol l.miggovernor of Jvliussaeliusetts, Has another
tellow in almost every respect. It was graduate ol It ivviloin, of the class ,-t ’:;7.
Longfellow’s nature to be frank and so- His parents resided in Windham, .Me., a
cial with all. Hawthorne, on the other small town about
twenty miles from Porthand, was sensitive, shy, reserved, ipiict, land
Here Andrew ill his early da vs atand meditative, and he otlener preterred tended school. As a college student at
to he by himselt.
Says one of his old llowdoin, it i- said, he look very low rank
I think he was in his class and was
classmates to the writer :
utterly imlillerent to
the most peculiar young man in his tastes all college honors
This was not because
! ever met.
One peculiarity of his colvoting Andrew was a dull fellow, for he
lege days I remember very well. (hi was not. lint Ids mir.d was on tin-ivor! I
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At la-t
sorry she was going
and she wind slowly no
her hair floating around her head hke a
pillow oi golden sea-weed. That w.-i- the
only body I found there, and I man ig.--l
after to raise pretty considerably ,,| t

they

were

1 gave the

signal,

cargo.
One of my

expeditions

wa- aim-ng

-n-

silver banks of the Antilles tin* lo\ln--t
place 1 ever saw, where tin- white n-i ii
\
1
grows into curious tree-like shapes
stooped along the bottom it --enn-il a- ,t I
Here ami thwas in a frosted tore.-1
trailed long triages of green and rrim
-weed. .Silver-bellied li-h flashed a!i-ml
among the deep brown and purple
ferns, which rose high as my head I S
as 1 could see all round in the tran-par- id
water were ditferent eolored leavea:
on the floor piles of shells st
bl ight in
color that it. seemed as it 1 hail stumble.I
on a place where they
kept a slock oi in
ken rainbows
1 could not wo k i n it.
and had a tpiarter determination
1
down a while and wait tor a tneinia 1
guess it those sea girls hive anvw ln-i
the} select that spot, Alter walkit. t
inside out ot hull an hour, 1 thought I
better get to work and Ida t for lrv.i-i
A little bit on from where I -at wet,
remains ot a treasure ship. Ii u i- a i
islier, 1 think, and coral-, had l ne
•!
about her, or rather about wliat w
it her
.I
Tin- cor d on tin b- iti.
her showed black spot.-. Thai lm-ai-!
deposit of iron and silver 1 mad. I.mi
good hauls every time 1 went down,
sold one piece 1 found to liarnmu.oi N,
York.
—

;11U

1 MIL lul

•

lure with u shark.

M

Ml

.1

•

ill It'll

I was down

■'

II.

mi a

n

ty rock bottom. A man never l.-el.s .-mu
t'nrtable on them; lie can't tell what I.
creature may be hiding under the In.
quarter-dock sea leaves which grow tin re
i'he lirst part of the time I w as \i-ited by
a porcupine fish, which kept sticking its
quills up and bobbing in limit of my In
met

Soon after 1 saw

a

big

shadow l,

and looking up there w is an
infernal shark playing about my tubine
It makes you feel chilly in the Inn k win
He came dow n t
re
thev are about.
1 made at him and
slick as I looked up
he sheered oil'. Kor neat an hour lie wm I
I;
ed at it, till 1 could stand it no bun
dr
volt cun keep your head level it's i!
and t our pretty safe if they are not mi I '■
sharp. This ugly brute w as twenty b
long I should think, lor when 1 n d
all my length on the bottom lie strctcind
across me.

■

■

■

JlllO:ul ‘>1 in**, a:M I
:i t*( > u>ii It.* u ij 11* wav
fin
I
could see him beyond my leet
d
waited.
Tltey must turn over t bite,
llcsw
my lay ing down bothered liim
n,d tie
over two, or three or four linn
sKtilkcil otl‘ to a big thicket ! s.-a-wc. d
1 knew he’d come back wh
consider.
nit d a
It
heM settled his mind
At last lie c a
time waiting for him
viciously over me, but. like the time I...
I lie in".'
fore, to far from my arni'
time 1 had my chance, ripped him w ith m\
A -hail,
knife a nearly a- 1 could
wavs remembers lie’s got business -..in
where else when lie's cut, si oil- tin I.
low goes. It is a curious thing, too tb tt
all shark.- about will follow in the b! ..
1 got Oil inv liainl' an
trails he leaves.
knees, mil as he swam oil I noticed r ut
iw
I
dark shadows lijt alter hiio
n,
1 hc\ did .ml Id,
more that time
■

s,

company.

d.
a short
period oi exp. imn
■! lie o
di > ing. the next die
every thing that lie posse--. .1. iucdi.i
his 11 i\ ing apparatus, in a gn at cmitl in
dc
lion. Captain ltoyimi in a soil
tion look service in the -Mexican wa:.
led an exciting liitill, grow ing t
Hie semi-barbarian mode o wurf.tr
serted. crossing from Mutate mis
night ill an did till) o! a boat, n " !n
After

pearl

minute to go
!... a
lbowt. x ill.
himself into lull'd work" at n .In
In
1 lieu lie wrote itmuc. a
store.
that lib lathe \\ a- dead gr \ :
again, and "waded away north." tl r.•
Victoria. San Antonio, India;. ... ad
a schooner trom Galveston, wit. a.

expected every
Arriving

tom

at

,.

:iir and oilen on a leisure afternoon lit'
would roam across tin? country. talking
with <‘\eryhotly he chanced to moot. lb- proceeded through New'Orleans s ic; n
was cvt-i' a close
observer of mt;n ami Charleston and VVilmingiim I. V. x ’I
1
things, ami whim he returned after one ol there In stayed until he had li. ••■!
1
these trips on a vacation he hail a store pockets tigaiu, and hax ing
of anecdotes to tell the hoys. 11 is love with diving suit, he shipped I.■ r lit.
it the mirthful knew no hounds.
Says
How They Were DoltMrted.
‘lie made everybody
my informant:
happy around him, ami lrecpient.lv the
Pin! Now f irk merchants
buys would sit up till midnight urnuml I so much "| letters being stolen -eel
the open tire to listen to his stories.” In !
of monev lost in the limits. Unit the p- :
college he was an anient lover ol music utlicc authorities, wean of tin- imp i
and poetry, and took great pleasure in
lions put upon their clerk', (let tiln
committing many favorite poems to memdetective to look up ti.e limit.',
These he was constantly running special
ory.
when he discovered that the mm.in
In history, also, he found
over every day.
i,\
errand boys were in the habit el
much to engage his mind, ami lie was an
letters they were intrusted with in >
ing
active lnentlter ot a debating society, bein
and using the postage stampfore which he often displayed hi- youthful ing,
Also that tin y id
their lunches with.
lie was in
powers to the delight of all.
letters they supposed contain d a.
every sense ot the word a popular follow
The deteetiie says that win n if
monev.
lie had a great deal ol class feeling, and
first commenced operations in the I fl.
even
in
little
liianilestetl,
always
things, of the
post olliee, no partieular I \ w
a
strong love for old associations. Sev- watched, but every person who :
lietorc
he
died
visited
Ids
eral years
he
ters Irotn them, and who acted in any u
birthplace, at W indham, and carried away
was
immediately marked
suspiciously.
a shingle lrom Hie root of the old house
and, as soon as the opportunity oiler, d
in which he was horn. Andrew graduat\\ ith but few cx.epti
was shadowed.
ed without a commencement part, but no the thieves
proved to be boys Ir.mi se\.
man in New Kngland, save Charles SumIt was raw t
to sixteen years of age.
ner, has gone down, to his grave in these
pick out the guilty lutes, for they w.
ten years past loaded with richer honors
invariably “give themselves awn" hi
than John A. Andrew.
holding the letters up to the light that
II
they might judge of their content
Women as Navigators.
lie m
difficulty ill every ease was to detect,
lo tell
Woman's capabilities in the seafaring in the act id rifling the letters
line were shown in the ease ol the bark you all the tricks that were resorted t" h\
Rebecca Crowell, which left New Work these boys to escape observation w.utid
1 hey were as ennuine
March (i for Buenos Ayres, but became tax your patience.
disabled in a severe gale three days alter as foxes. One boy would go to a closet
leaving. Several ot the spars and sails, in the building w here lie was employed,
it will he remembered, were carried away, and to detect him it was necessary to gain
ami the captain and lirst mate injured to access to the adjoining closet, where,
such an extent that they were eontined to hole having been bored by one ol the de
their berths all the rest of the voyage. tcctives, he was enabled lo watch hi
There was no other person on board ex- operations. The offender was caught in
cept the captain's wife who understood the act and confessed that he had destroy
navigation, and she undertook the task ol ed a large number of letters. Anothci
conducting the bark to its destinat’on. boy selected a retired [dace in a hallway
The second mate was a young man ol _’o. and they were obliged to watch Ids op.
able to take the helm, but ignorant ol the ations through a sky-light. Another w,
I he ea[s- on the root ol his store and sat on the
process of making observations.
taiu’s wife assumed full command, took ob- scuttle, where he was finally observed
servations, ascertained latitude and longi- from behind the chimney of an opposite
tude, maintained her place on the bridge, building. The scene of operations oi
directed the course of the vessel, ami after more than one was in the trinity elum I.
exercising control for AS days, during graveyard, and a number ot ibrm opened
which the vessel encountered violent gales and destroyed letters in the street w ithout
and shipped heavy seas, conducted the any attempt to elude observation.
vessel with its valuable cargo safely into
The English north pole expedition refused to
the port of Buenos Ayres, in this actual
take ladies along. In a land w here niirhts aiv
impersonation- of “the sweet little angel six
months long, curtain lectures hreome mothat sits up aloft to keep watch for the life
notonous.
of poor Jack,” the captain of the Rebecca
About three hundred summer tourists have
Crowell was most fortunate in his matri- alreadv arrived at Alt. Desert, and it is probable
monial venture. Here, then, is something that a larger number by several linn.Inst will
visit there this season than ill am previous year.
more for women to do.

It we could write that the great preachhad cleared himself of all charges and
suspicions, had cut loose from all entanglements. ami had manifested anew the manhood for which the whole world has honored him, we should write the most joyful tidings which the people of this counif we could say that, in
ts could hear,
spile of all his errors and the intrigues of
his enemies, iiis stalwart integrity is still
unquestioned, and that now -he is tree to
speak without tear and without reproach,
we do not know
anything we would more
er

quickly accept
cause

ol

good

as

an

morals

advantage

and

to this time might bo
winked at as a matter ot taste, while the
pastor of a great church was on trial, and
was sustained
by hosts ot enthusiastic
friends, are no longer a breach of propriety merely as they have been since this
foul scandal first tainted the air we
breathe; but that now they become an
oflcnce which cannot long have the support oi the virtuous and the just. Plymouth Church can in no way so well
prove its magnanimous trust in its pastor
as by providing for Mr. Beecher’s retirement, and then insisting that he shall retire, even though the result be that not
one stone ot
the church shall be left
standing upon another. They can pay
no tribute to public morality so marked
as, while they reaffirm their loyalty to
their friend and leader, they also consent
that he and they shall retire front a position which they can no longer hold with
credit to themselves or advantage to the
world, until the time when, like Job, he
can say, “Let mine adversary write down
his charge! Truly I would wear it upon
my shoulder; 1 would bind it upon me as
a crown ; 1 would disclose to him all my
steps; I would approach him like a
prince.” When that day comes, if come
it ever shall, the people will gladly give
of their love and their substance to reinstate a great man in the first place among
those who bring us glad tidings of great
joy. But until then the church and the
pastor will only tear down and destroy in
every attempt they make to build up.

tions, which up
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the church that this noisome scandal
R. Niles, No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston, is
would no more send out its foul stench
agent for the publisher of this paper, aud his receipts
to ollend the senses and poison the blood
and orders are always recognized.
In the name of Chrisol all the people.
49"Gko. P. kowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
tianity. we should rejoice; in the name
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
of every church in the land, we should be
attention.
4&~1Iokack Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
glad : and lor the sake of all that is clean
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
and sweet in human society, we should
Let not
otl'er our devout thanksgiving.
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
Air Heoclier, or his friends, think that
desiring their advertisements published in the Journal will please so state to the Court.
tln-re is any conspiracy of hell against
him among the people of this country.
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
We have waited long and patiently for
papers changed, must state the Post Otiice to which
the vicar showing ot that which all good
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.
men and women have hoped for.
If today Air. lleecher"s good name is not clearW'Batks & Locke, .14 Park Row, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
ed and his tame is not unspotted, it is not
for tin* Journal.
because the people have desired to drag
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
down a popular idol; hut because there
date outlie colored slips attached to the paper. It
are words and deeds to which lie confesses,
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
Murder of a Wife.
and lor which has ollered no explanations
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
<>n Sunday the inhabitants of Medway date. When a new payment is made, the date will
which, without strain or prepossession,
be changed to correspond, aud SUBSCRIBERS ARE
discovtits tin- plain terms of the original text of and vicinity were horrified at the
REQUESTED TO SEE I’ll AT THEIR DATES ARE
which they purport to he a commentary. ery of a murder which had been commit- CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward
the sums due.
\\ v are denied the privilege we hoped ted in their midst over night. The victim
lor. ot .joining heartily in the congratula- was a woman sixty-one years old; the
♦jHu
money, state THE POST OFFICE
tions which would ha\e followed an ac- perpetrator, her husband, a man her sen- to which sending
the paper is sein.^h»
of
The
details
And
this
ior
not
merely
quittal.
happens,
by twenty-one years.
"■cause, in the iittle world ot twelve men,
this uxoricide by an octogenarian are sufFor Governor,
••bstinate doubts would make a verdict of ficiently sickening to gratify the most
case
the
icqiiiltal impossible, but also because, in morbid taste for tragedy, while
the greater world outside, the same divi- presents many circumstances of a most
ni
of opinion existed, in spite of the unusual it' not inexplicable character.
of Bangor.
The name of the man who committed
most friendly determination.
W e are asked to believe that Air. ltceeh- the crime is William Pangburn, aged
Hypocrisy in Temperance.
cr is not only innocent, but a saint so rare
eighty-two the llllh of March last, liis
1 lie claim made by the
and perfect that he has, in laid, carried wile was boarding or living with her sisRepublican party
into practice that Christian spirit of tor- ter. Mrs. Mary .lane Jones, and lie had "I Maine, that its members are the
only
"iwucss which we of grosser mould can | only returned trom the Provinces on Fri- true and
reliable advocates of the virtue
■a \
admire afar oil. and that because of day last, where he had been since last
of temperance, and therelore alone wortin- rarity of such Christian forbearance,
March. He stay ed with his wife on Friwt
do not- recognize it, and give credit day night: on Saturday lie visited several thy to be entrusted with the .administrafi'i it, to the acquittal and the high honor people in the vicinity, returning to the tion of the state
government, has in it
of the defendant,
lint here again the de- house of Mr. Jones, ami Saturday night an
exuberance of impudence that is very
l-'nr it. indeed. Air. lleeeher Air. and Mrs. Panglnirn retired in good
fence tails,
lias attempted to obey the Christian law, season.
When Jones got up Sunday amusing. Still more so is the ’barge that
in- lias only added another to his many morning to kindle the tire, lie found their political opponents are wedded to
mistakes, Jj'or had his Alaster been in Pangburn already up, by whom he was tlie use of alcoholic
beverages—or advoiike straits, lie would have smitten his told to go into the bedroom. Mrs. Pangcates of
free rum," is the elegant phraseenemies with the lash ol his
with
her
indignation, burn was found dead in bed,
and not one of them would have laced head nearly severed by a blow train an ology of Republican organs. It is an old
aim a second time with the abominable axe, struck at the back ot her neck.
Di- device ol radical men to assail all who do
■Hence of a I also accusation of such base rectly alter the discovery the household not fall in with their
peculiar notions as
■•'inception. Not by such a charge would was thrown into the greatest contusion, immoral and vicious. Slander is a
weapon
lie have consented to die.
ami as the terrible news passed rapidly
l’iie jury has disagreed; so have the through the town ttie wildest excitement that is held to be very effective by certain
public. W e will not make one of those prevailed. It was not till three or four persons who are as unthinking as they are
wli. will nmv take sides for and against. hours had elapsed, however, that any
noisy. Moderate and conservative men
Hut "iking at the subject just as it stands, movement was made tor the arrest oi'
:n all times have been thus denounced.
accepting mly incontrovertible facts, we Pangburn, who remained about the place
The
Saviour hiinscll when upon earth
-liali speak, as truthfully and as scriouslv without
showing any desire to make iiis
as w e can, that w hich seems to us to be
escape, and when taken into custody did was assailed with the cry that he was a
demanded by the present distress.
The ni'L uiiit me sngniest resistance.
wine-bibber ami a friend of publicans and
•'■'■■'I
iill-'r
H U1U>
I.\\ HO ail
UIll
111 lThe execution of the deed caused no
sinners, because in
<h
Mi'. Ui'i'chcr's jiresieliing in I’lymouth noise, and other.'
pursuit ot his great
in
the
next
sleeping
Chuivh, who looked up to him with ;i love room were undisturbed by any movement mission he associated with the people and
mid reverence which no other living mail or outcry. l’angburn made no attempt conformed to their habits. Denunciation
it the pastoral
otlice—nay, we will make to escape and at daylight was found sit- and ianticisin have generally gone hand
no
e.veptiuii—a reverence which no other ting in the doorway, lie directed the at- in hand in
the affairs of this world, and
To him we tention of the people in the house to the
living man ever excited.
looked as the model ot all that was man- room where his wife lay dead, and it was neither have accomplished any thing worh
the bravest, truest, strongest ot men,
not till three or four hours had elapsed thy ol mention in the
way of reform.
we thought him to be, in those
years of that he was taken into custody, having reThe liquor prohibitionists
ought to be
• arlv
youth and manhood when such im- mained about the place the whole time,
aware by this time that
they pursue a
pressions are made most deep and lasting. seeming hardly to apprehend what had
\\ e aceounted him our benefactor in the occurred.
chimera.
I nless all reason founded on
This morning a preliminary examina- human experience be false,
highest sense, the one who stirred the
they must
noblest ambitions we ever licit. We write tion took place
resulting in his being fully utterly fail. History may be searched in
hi no wrath or malice, but with the
deep- committed lor trial at the August term, vain tor an instance in which
a well estabed sorrow, when we say that, innocent or and on this
evening’s train he was brought
guilty, there is a blot on the fame of to jail in this city. The material evidence lished article of diet, or indulgence ot perHenry \\ aid Ueecher which, until it i~ re- elicited at the examination showed that sonal habit akin to it, has ever been abanm"'.ed, makes it impossible that he shall It'1 frequently quarrelled with his wife, doned
ny a people. Customs and habits
land as a leader of men and a consider of that he had
recently threatened her, and
I he purity ot religion and the that she had told her sister with whom have a force which no statute can overwomen.
hoiinrol ( hristianity demand that no mail
|) they are
brought in contact,
they were boarding, Mrs. Jones, that she throw
who lias been accused of gross
tin
habit will be found to have the
sensuality was afraid of her life.
and basest ingratitude shall stand as a
In an interview with a Whig and Cougreater vitality, and will outlive the
h'udei el the people, in that which con- rier reporter this
evening,l’angburn talked other.
cerns their highest interests and dearest
of the affair,
lie said he and In.
freely
^W* v\ 1 i! :i«11iii l that iii- hands m.i\
i. \pia'ii>nee, si.ili.stic.s niul :i! I 1 rile means
wile n-tijeil at U orhit k
bop
.StUiuday night,
l>»
i* in :ui»l Jiis heart pure, but so
Jong and ibr some time were talking pleasant! \ ■’! 'mining correct opinion in this matter
ii**
imiot make hi- (‘leanness ami
puri- toge.her ol a bouse which he bad rented
to prove that the correct
policy in refy inaiiiteM. fidelity to that which lie pro- and into which they were to move very go
i<to
to mrve makes it an obligation
sales
of
is
one
of regulaspect
The
next
he
remembers is that
liquor
shortly.
whirh cannot be evaded. that he shall lie was
sitting on the f’ont edge ol the tion and not prohibition. That it cannot
adly- ami if innocent how sadly!—take bed, having gone to sleep on the back he
prohibited, the quarter of a century's
scr ‘--ami retire from the church which
side.
He lias no idea whether he had
l a
camlai profanes, and from tin* utter- been there hall an hour 01 three hours, experience in Maine and other states
0
of words and the administration of and as lie
gradually came to himself, I>\ abundantly proves. Men have been arr11«*
upon which his inability to clear the light ol tin* moon he discovered an rested, indicted, arraigned, tried, convicthim-elf casts suspicion.
His is not the axe lying on the door by the side ol the
ed, lined, imprisoned, and still they will
!<•<•
to counsel tin*
repentant sinner, his bed. and wondered bow it. came there sell
uoi tin* hand to sprinkle clean water
liquors, as long as there are buyers.
Next
be
noticed
bow
his
wile
upon
pale
was,
innocent childhood, his not the presence her face
turned towards him. He J’opular commotions have arisen from atbeing
!
be :i -merited \\ i t Ii thu e who <o1 t ii
to enforce this
rough went up to her, pul his hand to her head tempt
impossible law,
the dark \ alley in
hope o| an unspotted and toluol it was add. lb did not notiee men have been
beaten, maimed and killimmortality
any blood, and picking up the axe carried
it, out id the room.
I ■' 'i h*w month: or
When Mr Jones got ed, and will continue to be so long as the
years he may go
!
a defiance of the world, hut the time
up to kindle a lire shortly after, l'angburn ] law is attempted to be enforced.
The
•“U-! conic soon when the defence of his
sent him into the room where the
body i history ol the past in this respect will be
b ''iid
will bring no honor to him, and of his wife was lying,
fhe head was
j history ol the future, even though Neal
"ill, evil to them.
The men who seek hi- nearly severed from the body, having j
been
struck
at
the
ministrations will be accounted u« combase ol the brain, fie i Dow's intimated death penalty lie tacked
plice- m In -.in, and the women who de- says lie must have thought he was light- on to the oilier absurdities of the enact■*h'o hi guidance will be said to court, in- ing some wild beast to strike such a blow. ment.
lamy, and at hist, it will happen that the He says he does not think anyone, else
It is a shame and a
disgrace that the
hure!i which, in defiance ot
charges, even could ha\ c done it. but lias no recollection
though they be laise, and in spite of his of participation n me tragedy, tor which Christian virtue, of temperance should be
failure i<> make the law his triend, al- lie expresses the greatest sorrow, saving thus hypocritically
prostituted to the purthough that may he his misfortune, wrili he would not have had il happen lor the poses ot a political
party. Temperance
•me to be accounted an
whole
world.
organization of
is a virtue winch men of all
The murdered woman was his second
parties and
who, proh -sjng godliness, are
min-j
<-lei
I iniijuitv.
wde, by whom he had nine children, six all religions must acknowledge and apol whom are now
i"
iiiimtrv case men would have
living. He formerly prove. And no one will in his heart adng ago I'umc to some unanimous opiu- lived in Monqunrt, parish of Kent, N. IV, mit that il can be best
promoted, or pro11 in K
gaial to the matter, but the ililetn- but for the last two years has been in Med- moted at
all, by the manipulations of a
111:1
that, whichever view one takes, to way and Winn. Since last March, he has
aa\ >'
a positive
opinion, he must suppose been at his old home, where lie has some political party.
m the side which he
-a
reprobates, an amount property, and had some business affairs to
pionimtory law, if mode m good
<"d intensity ot wickedness that seems in- settle, and he
only returned to Medway IniLh and honestly administered, would
last
1
ri'diide. (in the side ot Air. Beecher, if
riday fie says his wife was a good tail ot its
purpose—but it would receive
'i"' condemns him, there is
woman and that
not 111ere.lv
they never had any se(he first offence, Inrt
others, in comparison rious trouble, and tluit he loved her. While the respect to which sincerity is entitled,
with which the lapse, through
passion. jealousy is assigned as the cause by his i he present liquor law of Maine can nei‘" '■oiues trivial—the
repetition of solemn lamily connections and neighbors, the at- ther achieve success nor win
respect. It
■util's, which were lalsc; the defamation tendant circumstances are of such a pecuis not an honest law, nor is it
d those who,
adliar
character
as
to
his
inhonestly
sin, still loved
knowing
strongly suggest
ii.m and forbore to
ministered. The law is hypocritically bepunish him ; the suborni- sanity.
ng ol 1 guilty wile to treachery and oftl’angburn is a man of good height, has friended hymen who are as hard drinkers
'vpeated perjniy : the malicious and ma- nearly white hair and a face that is not as those whom it
professes to reclaim.
lignant betrayal ol the innocent to what unprepossessing, while in general a man 1
hey do this because they can use it for
ten or twelve years
mu-t be lasting infamy that lie
younger than his actmay escape
the perils into which his own follies have ual years, fliangor Whig.
party purposes, and do so use it. The
I' d him and them.
On the other side,
professed adhesion of the republican paralter making all possible and
impossible
Wholesale Burglaries.
ty to temperance has that extent, and no
allowance for misconception and misconJ'okiiikedpsie, July 111. Robberies more.
struction, we must, holding Air. Beecher
innocent, believe 111 a conspiracy eon- are becoming so frequent at Cold Spring
I'ivcd in disappointed pride and devilish iu Ibis neighborhood that the inhabitants
1 he outrage saddle should be
put on the
are becoming
malice, with intent to drag, from his
greatly alarmed, it is be- other horse now, if we are to credit the
holy
lieved
by many that there depredations
place iu the affections ot the people, a
that come to us from the south of
saint and a leader ot men,
and, in order are committed by an organized band of reports
i<f
bring trivial gain, to outrage all that a mount.’.in brigands. On Wednesday night dastardly wrongs perpetrated upon white
great multitude ot men and women hold the residences ot John Ad; ms, Samuel J. women by lustful
negroes. So frequent
be their choicest treasures, their
i
John Wise and Junes llykmau
strong Owens,
have these outrages became that the Richsupport in this life, their consolation in were entered and considerable property
di'alh, and their hope of heaven. From carried oil. A short time ago this gang mond Whig says: “Every white lady in
either hideous horn of this
frightful di- entered a house two miles east of Cold the south owes it to herself to accustom
leuima men shrink with sadness and Springs, bound and gagged the
family, herself to the use of fire arms, never to
stole a quantity oi money, and then enshame.
leave her home without a pistol, and ala
barn
near by, stole a
We speak not in Iho name ot men ol tering
carriage and
the baser sort, who gladly cry when the team oi horses and hurried to Cold Stream ways to have one at hand in-doors.” Afbefore daylight. There
sun of the morning falls, “Now art thou
they robbed sev- fairs must be desperate down there to rebecome like unto us,” There is a hell eral houses, using violence upon the
quire such counsel.
which is moved at the coming of any slightest provocation. They worked quickfallen Lucifer.
But we speak for the ly and got away beiorc daylight toward
We publish to-day from the Liberal
godl; and the intelligent when we say Breakneck, driving up to Chiselhurst, the
mountain home of Clara Louise Kelloo-othat no man shall stand in the
Christian an exceedingly calm and temholy place There
win, hath not clean hands and a
they alighted and demanded admispure
heart, who has lifted up his soul unto sion Miss Kellogg was quietly reposing perate review of the matters involved in
vanity or sworn deceitfully; and, more- in her room. Her brother rose, and see- the ifeeclier trial, and one which we think
over, that no man shall stand there who,
ing the scoundrels at the door, ordered will be generally accepted as just. In
being accused ot impurity and deceit, is, them away, at the same time pointed his spite of the
strong and unquestioning supthrough sin, folly, or misfortune, unable gun at them from the window. Nearly all
port ol his influential church, of money
lo make good his defense
hut
one or two stayed behind,
left,
seeing
by the ordinal'!methods ot law, appointed for
the safety Kellogg (ired and it is believed wounded poured out without stint, and of his able
ol the people.
If Tilton,
and one, as tdood was traced some distance. and eloquent counsel, the great preacher
Aloulton,
Aioulton’s wile are conspirators, and their Search being made, the stolen carriage
still walks under a cloud, and not a sumvictim is so entangled in their toils that was found smashed to pieces on the rocks
mer
cloud either.
he cannot break their
of
and
the
horse found roamBreakneck,
conspiracy, then it
has succeeded in so far that, by all rh-dit ing about at will, badly bruised and cut.
A vigilance committee is o lie
The military record of Gen. Roberts, as
feeling and the common traditions of at
empowleast American morality and religion, lit- ered to act summarily by the selectmen.
made by official authority, and the admisis debarred trom the further exercise of
The autobiography ol Jesse Pomeroy, the sion of high-toned Republican papers at
his functions.
bov murderer, has just been given to tlie public, various
in these columns Mr. Beecher has never and
times, has settled the question of
excites considerable interest. It lias been
been condemned, and shall not be until written by liim while in
jail, and evinces much his patriotic! soldiership and loyalty in his
bis own acts condemn him.
It is not our ingenuity for a boy of 10. lie denies all knowlfavor. [Saco Independent.
function to pronounce judgment for him edge of participation in tlie murders of which
he was convicted, and declares his former
or against him so
parlong as honest men may tial confession
of them was made to secure the
Why shouldn’t the farms of Grangers
differ in their view of the tacts, as fur- release of his brother
and mother, who were at
be exempt from taxation as well as Nanished by his own words. But we con- in-st arrested on suspicion of
complicity.
sider it a duty from which we cannot
tional bonds? is the conundrum now floatI hat 8100.000 Tilton wanted lias all
*»one to
to
insist
that
the
escape,
public ministra- Beecher.
ing through the Ohio Valley.

CHARLES W.

■

■

■

■

ROBERTS,

It Isn’t often that

President.

Expensive

Os'

The New York Sun has compiled

two

answer so

made to the Lewiston Journal.
That paper in a recent issue had the fol-

columns of figures to show the vast increase of expenditure at the White House
under the administration of President

lately

Grant. The president’s annual salary, up
to the second term of Grant, has always
been $25,000. As is well known, the

We have been waiting for an authoritative
tire charges made in the -‘open letter” of Col. Z. A. Smith, of the Portland Press,
to Gen. Roberts, the Democratic nominee for
Governor, in which it was alleged that Gen.
Roberts resigned his position in the army anil
left tlie service in 18GU, not on account of “ill
health,” as had been supposed, but because he
preferred that the war for the Union should be
a failure, rather than to be successful on the
basis of the emancipation of the slaves.
I he Lewiston Gazette
calls

President doubled his compensation
of his second

eve

the

on

inauguration by signing

salary-grab bill. He allowed a majority of the forty-second congress to appropriate the people’s money for their
the

own

pockets, and they gave him

portunity

to benefit himself in

an

the

op-

same

way. Hut, besides the presidential salary
there are many items in the appropriation
bills under the heading of compensation
for employes of the White House and lor
the building itself, its furniture and the
to it

grounds attached

It is positively
proportion of the

asserted that a large
money thus appropriated is not applied to
the purpose intended by the law.
For
several years $10,000 have been appropriated annually tor refurnishing the executive mansion, $5,000 for tuel, $10,000 tor
the president’s house, and from $5,000 to
$10,000 for the green-house. It is maintained that there is

lowing—
?

answer to

thereupon

the Journal's attention to a work
published some years ago by Nelson

& Co., entitled
Maine in the War.”
1 his work, published by the
of the Journal,

proprietors

vouched for by that
paper as a perfectly reliable record. It
has this to say of the Democratic candidate—
was

Col. Roberts tendered bis resignation in the
of 1802, at a time when a commission
as Brigadier-General was
being placed at his
disposal; but on account of health impaired
by unremitting and faithful service in it h his
regiment, be felt that in justice to himself and
family lie ought to retire.
autumn

The presumption is that the Journal is
satisfied.
1 lie

count ol the ten millions

vaults ot the l

in ini

Pierce, {Democrat).
,‘hm.J
Buchanan, (Democrat)
it>,;>?
Under Lincoln, (Republican
First term of Grunt, (Republican
H)4,72t>
Second term of Grant, Republican
111.*, V.*
Thus it will be seen that since the time
<

<>t Abraham Lincoln these expenses have

than doubled. In the last year of
Lincoln they amounted to $17,500: in no
year under Grant were they less than $81*,000. The matter deserves special attention
for two reasons. In the first place il is the
President himself who has directed attention to the money question in his late

“manly”

letter

oil

the third, term.

Hut

S.

—At his Fourth of
\vi

n

July oration in K 11sth. Neal Dow is reported to have said—

-aid to me that we shall never
Stop rum selling in Maine; that there wilt lie
places where it will be sold secretly, it not
opcnlv. To which 1 replied that when the law
makes it a capital utl'cuce, and bangs the man
engaged in il, rum selling will -top.
A

lictii

once

We believe that Mr. Dow had something
lo do with an attempt to suppress rum
selling in Portland, in which a man was
shot dead—and it didn't stop the trallie.
Why should the halter be more potent?
If cruel and unusual punishments were

the amount of not forbidden, the rum sellers might be
which
he
as
the manner in sentenced to listen to Dow’s twaddle unmoney
gets
which he obtained the doubling of his til they should ask to lie hung as a relief.
salary, that ought to be kept in view. The
—Lady Franklin, wile of .Sir John
figures furnished by the Sun are a com- Franklin, of Arctic fame, is dead. Thirty
plete answer to the President’s claims of years have gone by since he sailed on his
having made a “sacrifice” bv accepting last and fatal expedition, and it is but a
the presidency. Virtually he claimed that lew
years since the veil which shrouded
he has lost money by becoming President. the fate of himself
and party has been
And to this one reply is that he has been lifted. It is now known that
they perished
paid very liberally, it not extravagantly. of cold and hunger, and believed that
The other answer has been given 1 \ Vice- their awful
sufferings impelled them to
President Wilson, when he told AIr. Grant cannibalism. It is
supposed that Capt.
—without naming or addressing him—that Hall had
of that fact, as he left a
alter all it is not so much

the presidency is “an honor by the side of
which uncounted wealth must weigh as

nothing.”
A comparison

of the items <d these expenses lor three Presidential terms will
give an idea of the enormous increase made
by the present administration. \Ye give
them below—
Act

making appropriations

for certain civil

expenses for year ending June 30, ls.57:
Compensation of the President.
>'25,0m>
Compensation of two night watch-

1,200

men.
of two doorkeeper.

Compensation

1,03s

Compensation of furnace keeper.
Annual repairs, improving ground-,
ttc.7.

305

0.000
1,800

Fuel for President's house.

Total.

$35,403

FISCAL YKAlt HOi-Oo—LINCOLN.
Act appropriating for legislative, executive,
and judicial expenses for the year ending June
30, 1805:

Compensation
Compensation

of tin*
o

President.

Secretary

to

>2..ooo

sign

•**<«>
land patents.
of private Seen.*!ary,
steward, and messenger..
4,000
1,200
Compensation of two night watchmen
1,200
Compensation of two doorkeepers.
ooo
Compensation of furnace keeper.
and
Contingent expenses
stationery.
2,000
Act appropriating for sundry ci\ il expenses :
Annual repairs of White House, Ac.
0,000
Fuel for White House.
2,4 oo
and
Hie
President'*
Repairing
refitting
summer residence at Soldier's Home
3.Ooo

Compensation

Total.
FISCAL YFAlt

>>47,500

1875-70—OKA.NT.

Ad appropriating for legislative, c\<< uti\e
and judicial expenses for the year ending Jwm30, 1870:

Compensation ot the President.
Compensation of furnace keeper.
Compensation of two policemen at
$1,320 each.
< ompensation of one
night watchman
Compensation of one night usher.
of
two
Compensation
doorkeepers at
$1,200 each.
(’ompensation of private secretary.
ompensation of assistant secretary.
Compensation of two executive
clerks at $2,300 each.
...

Compensation

of steward
Compensation of messenger.

..

Compensation to secretary to sign
land patents.1..
Contingent expenses and stationery

Official postage stamps..
Act appropriating for sundry civ il ex pi

Filling ground south of executive
Mansion.
Relaying curb south of Executiw
Mansion.

.o.ooO
04

2,0-40
nun

1.200

2,400
3.500
2.5oc
4,ooo
2,ooo
1 ,200

1,5<»0
u.ooo
ooo
use.-:

10,000
1,500

Repairing

foundation south of executive Mansion.
Repairs of Executive Mansion.
Refurnishing Executive Mansion
Fuel for Executive Mansion.
< are of and repairs of greenhouse

3.000
in .ooo

lo.ootl
...ooo

5,000

Total. $121,404
During the last year of i’resklent Lineoln’s Administration. there was every
reason

why the expenses

unusually large. 1'lie
then olosing anil the work of
reconstruction was to be begun. Mr. Lincoln’s hospitality and his well-known genjust

taxed to their fullest capacity, and if there ever was a time when the
expenses of the Presidential Mansion
could have been justifiable large it was
during the years 18G4-5. And yet we find

erosity

were

that Mr. Lincoln

only required

some

000 more than did President Pierce.

$12,Mr.

Lncoln, while not the best man of his
time for President, was a man of plain
and simple habits, one who tried, as far
as he could, to expend the public revenues

economically

But let us look at the present expenditures at the White House, in comparison
with the others given above. During an
era

of profound peace, and when there
special tax on that Executive hos-

was no

pitality—or
was no

rather at

a

time•svheu there

tax whatever on that

hospitality—

President Grant requires $67,000 per year
in addition to his duplicated salary, more
than did Mr. Lincoln, and $88,000 more
than President Pierce. These latter im-

represent the amount that
Grant is drawing over and above the ordinary expenses of the White House, and
in addition to his regular salary of $50,000.
mense

sums

It will be observed that under the Grant
regime, there is $30,000 appropriated annually tor the four items of repairs for the
Executive Mansion, refurnishing the same,
fuel lor the same and lor repairs upon the
These sums of money, set
aside for such a purpose, are
simply ridiculous. Not one-fourth of it could be
used for such a purpose.
Under President Lincoln the allowance
for the same purposes amounted to $11,400, and that at a time when the thousands who flocked to the White House
every day, made repairs and refurnishment necessary.
President Pierce who
entertained more largely than Grant, received $7,800 tor the same items that
Grant receives $30,000 for.

green-house.

Only

lives.

little way from the city, on a
driving, is a house which is

a

favorite road for

frequently pointed out as an illustration of a
lolly. It is, in fact, known as Blank’s
“Folly.” Blank married a woman with a few
man’s

lie became treasurer of

thousand dollars,

to be

opened

Lady Franklin’s death,
her feelings.

out of

until alter

regard

to

—Thu IMitors and 1‘ublishcrs ot Maine
hail their annual excursion ami good time
generally last week. They met at Portland ami proceeded to the Marshall House

manufacturing

company, and received a good
salary. In the course of ten years he had added considerably to his wife’s little fortune, and

counts lrom the more fortunate brethren.
—The price nt Democratic legislators in Connecticut has fallen to #:>00 a head, the tariff
being regulated by the inexorable laws of supply and demand. 11'.inland Press.

Eet us see
It look $2b,0t)0 a year lor
lour years to bribe the President to sign
the salary grub bill. How do the amounts
compare with the rank of the ollicials?
Will the Press figure it out b\ the rule ol
proportion, ami let os have the result ?
from London says, in reabroad, that
"The excellence of the American marksmanship causes astonishment.” The same
A

—

gard

thing
our

despatch

to the marksmen now

has

hoys

happened before, John, when

were

Gen.

shooting
Forrest's

in earnest,

Speech.

The

signs of peace and reconciliation
multiply. The fraternal feeling which
shone so eon.spieuou.sly at Boston, and was
reflected from all portions of the South,
by the telegraph and press, is being reinforced by thousands ot kind deeds and
words in North and South.
The good
work is speeding on, and will soon accom-

plish its patriotic mission of entire reconciliation. The foolish and misguided partisans who still preach the doctrine of
hate, and persist in shaking the bloody
shirt, can have no effect in staying the
great work. It is manliest destiny, and is
sure of accomplishment, that we are to he
an united people.
<

hie of the most

siguilieant events in that
connection is the speech recently made by
General Forrest, at Memphis, in response
to the presentation of a bouquet by Miss
Eou Lewis, a good looking mulatto, as

warm

side

the

day, without taking

displayed

and anxiety took possession of their minds.
They had probably heard of the old maxim
“Cut your garment according to your cloth,”
but as they were short-sighted enough to think
their cloth unlimited it had no warning for
them. So they raised a hundred thousand dollar house. It was of splendid proportions, the
walls were frescoed artistically, and all the
and

furnishings

luxurious.

were

abroad for carpets and furniture to
be made after chosen designs. At last all was
ready, and they were established in the new
house.

The little woman who had always
lived moderately, found herself requiring a
house keeper and a lull set of servants. .Vs

as the house was completed, it yvas noticed
that Mr. Blank looked eareworu and troubled,
and as time passed on hi> depression seemed to

soon

others

saw

At the end of six short mouths the
I'he snug little fortune was all
gone, and in its place was the grand house with
no means to sustain it, and which was
besieged
by a bust of hungry creditors. Mr. Blank was
forced to give it up. llis family were moved
to

her.

neighboring

a

town and housed in

hired

a

for the West.

Then it

transpired

that not only

bis and bis wife’s money bail been swallowed
up by the Folly, bill also quite a sum belonging
to the manufacturing
company whose funds
bail passed through bis hands, lie was not accused of dishonesty, however, but
only of carelessness ami weakness. But the end is not vet.
In a few years Air. Blank again accumulated
and again it seemed to him inexhaustible, and, as if determined to connect bis
name with the
Fully past forgetfulness, be came
back and bought the grand house again. This
some money,

time, perhaps, you will think lie triumphed
over fate and over the gossips of the neighborhood.

Not.

bit of it. Six months had not
passed again before lie had to give up bis loud
dream, and leave the house to be owned and
.'euanted by a greater financier than himself.
And it will still be known as Blank's Folly.
One

a

always pities weakness and its misfor-

tunes, but no one will throw away compassion
deliberate spendthrift such as a man who

on a

left

unexpectedly about six years ago §*25,00b by a relative,
lie dropped work at once,
built himself a pretty, out-of-town cottage and
declared that his motto was “a short life and a
merry one.” One of his ways for making it
merry, was to assemble his friends in tin* din-

ing-room pick up

a

plate belonging

to

a

hand-

china set, bid them do likewise and see
who could pitch his dish the longest without
breaking it. Of course they were all broken
before the childish game was ended. By such
some

he

this he run
of live years

penniless and up to his ears in debt.
The other day his nice little house was sold at
auction and was bought at a great bargain by
was

mechanic who had been industrious and
of the pennies.
a

sav-

A few weeks since a paragraph went the
rounds of tin* papers concerning the practical
view of art taken by Mrs. Clarke Mills, wife ot
the sculptor, who proposed to sell to the city of
St. Louis a statue, of General Jackson I believe,
which had been left on her husband's hands by
a town
in Kentucky that could not raise the
money to pay for it. Mrs. Mills in her letter to
tin* St. l.ouis officials ottered the statue at a retluceil pi n
and suggested that it they Uhl not
want a memorial of General Jackson her husband could very easily put on au> other head

make the statue acceptable. I heard last
week of a ease very similar to this. A lady desired to have a portrait painted of her deceased
husband and she commissioned an artist of this
to

city to paint it. It was done and proved acceptable despite the predictions ot sc\eral persons who pronounced the lady very hard to
please, she then desired to have her own portrait painted also and decided on a « abinet size,
three quarters length. At the sittings she wore
very handsome and elaborately trimmed velvet dress, which, of course, was no small feat-

a

of the picture. The artist spent an exceptional amount of time on tin* portrait and eon*

ure

.sidered il one of his best likenesses. But the
widow was not so rcadih suited as with tlie
representative of her late husband' face. She
advised many changes, ami when they were
made, still she was not satisfied. Finally she

saying she would c *iik to the artist
for the picture on her return. lie waited two
months and then turned the portrait to the wall
and reckoned it in his profit and loss account.
Some little time after the artisi received a call
went away

from

On

summer

herself in her mirror as
There's nothing like seeing

a

lady

who desired

a

similar cabinet por-

trait and he exhibited this picture as a sample
of his work. The lady was delighted with if.
She wanted one just like it. the same position,
and style, and, in fact, she had had a velvet
dress almost

exactly

like that.

The artist

was

the clerk of the

an

overcoat

warmth.

11,

-.
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The farm of Mi

w

\V. Knight, of J.incdu-f raw b, ric* that vv

I

a little ah. id .-r
my thin
have .in Mr
c ale I ll a

i-

a

Hi it

n

j,

r

,n-

n

lie* Marne

< entral
number of.

liailroad coinpan.
of beach grav.-i i,,„n
to U atervilie and Brunswick to
d in looting tin
company’s tunMin:*-.

"hipping
tin* city
ii">

a

ars

d.din

The We-linghousc brake i** to be applied t<»
all the passenger train* on tie* .Maim* < Vntrai

< .111.(011 lost near
a bun
porgy oil on Saturdav iiiMit, m
of sonic scamp having
pulled lln
a vat.
d.din propo-cd t.,
the
be .-an catch him.

In d cad

«»t

Bail road.

Kansas woman was rough on her
She wanted some hair for pla-boing. ami
she shaved 1pm.
smart

dog.

,-

.uiiM-._pi.it.

plug
follow

ttt

..it

'I II. bt.rsr mi'll
ini-..ui.l I, .11,1
lll'llrli lit tin* Belfast 1tail, ll, lii
XV '-.-k in
August. Illlr thollsaml
«,||
j'l I'm-. '. V run .li'pl.n .( i,
Wl..
ad\ ert n. tin i.
pected.

Fhe sturgeon caught in Kennebec water*
brings -iv cciWs per pound at whole-ale in the
New York market.

Hugh Sullivan of Bangor, fell from the *taLring around a new schooner, building in Brewer,
and was fatally injured.

TIi.- steamer l*iom.
t,„,k lb. u,
:> lure.’ number of
|,..
liftlit exeursion to Ibe . ,mi[i I, ,,ii,.| ,n.i
tbr bav mi Saiiir.la.v et.-uiiie
A wry ...
able time was bail, returning it to,

At \\ ilton, N. 1L. a five year old -on of
ha-,
Hazeltine died from the effects of the bite of a
a
received
few
>im
c.
eat,
days

..

i.i.'l

Kastport Sentinel gives twent\-four
the people of that section -hoiild
the Shore Line railroad.

...

Tinkers liave I'onie anil an-.niite
|,leiil> ,|
III.- bay. I,arg.- numbers of l.oats ,11'b.

Van W ert, Ohio, ha* a mail who is ninctynim* years old, and great care is being taken of
him to preserve him for the centennial.

...

moiimigsot, (lie batteries an.I I-:itt. r~.m'- l*.,.
.‘tiffage.I in tliat pursuit. n,.-i i,,
,.:
;in'l -oM for fifteen rents
,ier dozen last

•More than twent\-li\e per cent of the entire
belie\ ed In be ab-olutely ,*tolen cverv
>e;ir, is a result of flic wid>--plead con option
in ofii» e.
revenue i*

lames I’omroy „f Swamillr was |;,.t
lllstiie Billings of that town i.,, ,
••I'ou a girl nn.ler ten years of age, ii.un.-o
Brown. II.- w is ..in. ,I i,, ail f,, aiisw
■

belor.■

«* n \
oi
r.aiigor will i». provided with
water on tin* Holly system.
Tin* total cost of
tin* works will he's?isr.,ouo an.I
completed on
tin* first of January next.

l’"ii»">

lias been I., f,

ebar:

iv

.1

.'I,

w

Otl'elier

hiiU'se is to lie taught at a Boston normal
school. The girls are determined to I»<• m>
longer ignorant of what is written mi tire
cracker packs ami ten chests.
(

t

\b

A ta«lv arriving oil the car- last w.- k t, 1.1
cinder from the locomotive Mown into bn -v
which hceame so alarming a- t«. .■ tdV»r the ,.
iimval of tin* substanc- b\
*nr.:ctiii.

Generalities.

The victorious American

height.

u-

tbinlv

(iossii*.

Mr. Giles ol Bailey, the associate talitor of
the Portland Advertiser, is to establish in that
city a Sunday morning paper. The first miniher will he issued next month.

it

iHc, produce.- cultivated

which after all contain neither money, jewel.**,
silver, which are the legitimate objects of
much wealth

-and

r

every other man vou meet in the niomm* h
a basket on hi- arm. with other
-ue^esti.nia pi. nic dinner.

or

not

itln

\<

day between two
a freaky old
bap.

Now the odor of new mown
bay make- n.igraut the evening air. and wv ,11 «-ni.»y it d.*~
pitc tin* admonition that mu div- u.* a- tie
grass.

evidence of absence seems at first thought, vci \
like advertising to thieves—we are all uvav
now’s your chance.
But these happy possessors of palatial residences engage private s\ atehnien for tie* season to guard their domain*-,

Is
burglarious forage.
weariness of the flesh?

run, and
The lu-Hous p* ,«h

season.

see

public that their owners arc* at New port.
Long Branch, Saratoga, mi at their eottaire- it
Swampseott and Nalmni. This unmistakable

Flic

Monday

iehed in

w

the

reasons why
vote in aid of

in

f'apt. George Ames i> building a very large
and tine residence on Primrose Hill, nearU
opposite I)avid Pierce**.

ourselves in other peoples* eye.> sometime* to
open our own.
Fhe brown stone fronts on the hack bav arc
looking very dismal now with the shutters all
closed and tin* doorways hoarded up to tell

A

having their last

arc

are

Considerable increase in the speed oi the
steamer Pioneer is noticed since the new propeller was attached.

came.

tenement, and Mr. Blank suddenly departed

was

to

goeth

now

will soon be litre.

at her own skirts which plainly
the outline of her figure, blushed,
stammered something, and then retreated has-

increase.

end

Strawberries

raspberries

woman

tily upstairs

fashionable in

A noisy and pompous
pcdlcr collected an obstructing crowd in front outlie post office on
Saturday night.

daughter

glancing down

getting

are

The impudent and saucy pcdlcr

paper-soled

to

excursions

about the street.

shoes, skirts too scant to walk in,
Are., are to
be credited. The latter is a fashion that
by
some is carried to the extreme
now, however,
and I heard an old gentleman ask his

surroundings.

care

Sunday
tins city.

with them out-

the other

County.

Summer is half gone.

extra

day how different she supposed a
looked now-a-days tied up in her dress
skirts, from an Indian squaw swathed in a
blanket. The young lady looked aiyazed, and,

Mr. Blank ere long determined
build himself “suited to his means” a
house,
and he and his wife spent many a happy hour
in planning and furnishing their “castle in the
air.” But when it had a real foundation, then

Nottra of tha City and

garments. These are sign.** of
growing prudence and care very pleasant to
observe in times called degenerate. For my
part I think young people are far more sensible now than in our grandmothers’
days, if
their own stories of tight lacing,
or

very large to them. They were highly
imaginative and deemed themselves rich, and
soon
became dissatisfied with their humble

The amount

Harbor, where they established
Excursions
head-quarters lor a week.
were made to various points of interest silly freaks of destructiveness as
in the vicinity.
Those of us who were through his bequest and at the end
kept away by family cares and other obstructions expect to read interesting ac-

a

but which was never refined or ladylike. Ladies who regard health and comfort now wear
flannel under-garments in suuinler as well as
winter, and both ladies and gentlemen never
think of taking an all-day jaunt, no matter how
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The Roman < ’atholie clergy of Law rener ha\ <•
issued a can! eondeming the riot, and e\pn—
ing the hope that the ringleaders may b.- mad
to feel the enormity of their crime.
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t he Brunswick Telegraph learn- that Mi>t Dougins ag‘ »l 1 *» \< nr.-, tv-idillg «»n
Bates Island, eommitted suicide by banking.
Disappointment in a love affair is a--igiied
the cause.
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The other day a man named Speiir.
!i\ ing
the Saro Kerry, caught, a ten pound -alinou
in his weir.
This i- -aid to have la* n the lirst
salmon caught in the saeo River I'm* about
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Col.
an omelette at a popular restaurant, Trat when one vva> bi oiiyht in
which he found half a dozen hairs, he .ailed
loudly and angrily for the w aiter to bring* him
“a bald-headed omelette."
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Several muli-rtuhin
,"vl1 »** “•' " ifliulli

Mrs. Tarbov, liv ing at the o.rnei ol Bu. h
and Blake streets. Lewi-lon, Me., attempted
suicide Wednesday night by taking bedbug
poison. The cause assigned i- doim-ti. infelicity, Her rerovery is doubtful.

(jiiite sure that he was giving utterance to the
Messrs. Norton ty Leavitt »>f Lewiston have
unuttered thought when he proposed to recently
opened at Watervilh* a -late quarry,
representative ol a colored association. lady’s
her head over that very gown. And he which promises to he oiu* of the he-t ill New
paint
'The flowers pvere handed to the General
Lngland. 'liie opening is <»u the riva r hank, a
was right, for the lady accepted the utilitarian
few rods above the upper Maine eiitral bridge
with a lew pleasant remarks, and with j
proposition at once. The widow’s “execution”
New York City has had a triangular matrithree cheers tor the L uion by the specta- took place and the artist had the intense satisA woman was to., much
monial difficulty.
Gen Forrest, in accepting the Ron- faction of “putting ahead” on his former vex- married, and was held in $1,000 hail ldr
tors.
bigamy,
mums
unfortunate
at
least
Kill
the
the
two
most
while
husbands, both •>!
patron,
l>y proxy.
quel, sum—
Were
she
had
nt
to
whom
deceived,
the
!L
Miss Lewis, ladies an-1 gentlemen: I accept amusing part of the whole affair is the fact that of Detention as witu-.sM -.
these Dowers us u token of reconciliation be- the artist really received for the patch work
tween file white and colored races of the South,
(ini. Frank Blair was the original promulportrait a sura treble the amount of that he was
i accept them more particularly since they come
gator of the idea that <■ **i». Drum has tin- < 'a
to have for the original.
from a lady, for if there is any man on (toil’s
Hr thought Prant was
sarutn turn of mind.
No doubt portrait painters have many a laugh able, ambition^ atnl unscrupulous, and that
green earth who loves the ladies it is myself.
This is a proml day for me. Having occupied over the lobbies of those who
ho would never give up his snug berth at the
delight to see White House while
the position I have" for thirteen years, and being
he lived.
misunderstood by the colored race, I take this their counterpart, or rather the beautiful reJohn Coyle, an Irishman an«l a tramp, who
occasion to say that l am your friend. I am presentations that exists in their imaginations,
had taken lodgings in the village lockup at Wahere as the representative of file southern peoglowing on canvas before them, but occasion- tery ille for want of a better home, was found
ple—one that has been more maligned than any
other. 1 assure you that every man who was ally the tables arc turned, as was the case with dead there Thursday. The doctors have decidin the Confederate army is vour friend. We a young artist who painted the portrait of his ed that he died in a tit. He was without friends
or money, and said to belong in Bangor.
were horn on the same soil, breathe the same
friend, a wild youth and a professional singer,
air, live in the same land, and why should we with which he had but indifferent success, t >ne
The Journal says that an expert has been \not he brothers and sisters?
amining the hooks and accounts of the treasurWhen the war broke out I believed it to he evening recently when the two were in company er of the Maine Central railroad, John s. < dishmy duty to light for my country, and I did so. together the singer was jokingly reproved for ing, esq., of Augusta, and that of his assistants.
I came here with the jeers and sneers of a few
his occasional delinquencies, when lie assumed The investigation has been thorough and searchwhite people, who did not think it right. I think
ing, and everything has been found to be in the
it is right, and will do all 1 can to bring about a serious air, and looking pointedly at his artist most satisfactory condition.
and
X
want
to elevate
friend and addressing the assembly, said—“ Ah,
harmony, peace
unity.
every man, and lo see you take vour places in but
The president ot the N. W slock exchange i**
you must remember I'm not so bad as !
your shops, stores and office*. 1 don't propose
daily in receipt of letters from parties in variam painted.”
to
The
artist
alluded
told
me
about
to say anything
polities, hut 1 want you
ous parts of the country, who state that
they
to do as I do—go to the polls and select the best this story himself, saying that he could not but have heen syvindied by bogus Arms,
advertising
i feel that you are free
men to vote for.
men, laugh, and as heartily as any one, at the joke that they can double tin* money of those yvbo
X am a free man, and we can do as we please. I
which he considered none too severe in lieu of invest in stocks there, under tin* title of **puts,"
came here as a friend, and whenever I can serve
‘‘calls,’* “spreads," etc.
the aggravation.
W c have one Union
any ot volt i will do so,
one flag, one country; therefore let us stand toThe Watertoyvn Times mentions the ease of
1
dress
differently.
this
very
notice,
l’eople
gether.
the custom in past years. a young lady in Jefferson County, who, while
Although wc dirtcr in color, we should not summer than has been
asleep, was suddenly awakened by a severe
dilfer in sentiment. Many things have been They seem to have adopted in a modified degree pain m her ear. She arose, and the pain passed
said in regard to myself, and many reports cir- Paddy’s method of “kuping the hate out.” We olf; she again lay down and yvas again attacked
culated, which may perhaps he" believed by no
longer sec gentlemen in their gingham suits with the pain, more severely than at first. She
some of you, but there are many around me
was told to pour yvater into the aching ear.
who can contradict them. I have been many or white duck pants. They have learned by She complied, when a large spider made‘its
aplimes in the heat ol battle—oftener, perhaps, tiitter experience that this New England coast pearance.
than any within tile sound of my yoiee. Men has a tickle and malicious climate that
rather
Mrs. Aurora K. Pimmock attempted the life
have come to me to ask for quarter, both black
in catching a man prepared for sun- of I)r. A. W.
Thompson with a revolver at
and white, and I have shielded them. Do your delights
duties as citizens, and if any are oppressed 1 shine and in wetting him through and through, Northampton, Mass., Wednesday, because lie
to
had
failed
friend.
he
1
thank
keep his promise to marry her.
will
your
you for your flow- and leaving him to weather an east wind and
She was foiled, and Dr. 'Thompson has taken
ers. and assure you that 1 am w it It you heart
the gaze of the world in as sorry a plight as
steps to secure her conlinemcnt as a lunatic.
and hand.
Those who have seen a country Her friends, however, claim that she is not inThese remarks were enthusiastically possible.
and there is much excitement in tin toyvn
sane,
youth in the city on the Fourth of July—when
over the affair.
cheered, in which tin1 colored men were it
always rains—with a linen suit clinging to
most conspicuous.
The Lewiston Journal learns that maqkerd
him “closer than a brother
will have some
and porgie seining are very successful at Squiridea of how ridiculous this plight may be. rel Island. One porgie steamer, on Tuesday,
When Republicans cry “traitor” DemoBut we have reformed that altogether, and seined 1000 barrels, and another 1*200 barrels of
crats ought to inquire, “How about your
of the island. A very
porgies just off the shoreand
now a man in pantaloons other than woolen
credit
which
cost
the
soldiers,
porgie flshcruien is
paper
peo- looks as if lie had come out in
large fleet of mackerel
his winding in the vicinity, and their yvhite wings
fluttering
ple ol Maine half a million of dollars” and
an
animated scene for the
about the bay make
wronged the army in the field out of me n sheet and was in search of his grave. Women, islanders,
in the morning and at sunespecially
no longer promenade the street in full
needed?
a
Was
too,
Democrat Govgreatly
set.
ernor of Maine then ? Who was and who white suits, or iu thin muslins that a mist will
Mr. Edwin Fogg of Lowell, who has been
affairs
?
controlled
cause to collapse like a rent balloon.
Fashion
[Machias Union.
peeling bark on Township No. 1, left bis camp
and common sense prescribe that they shall to celebrate the 4th, When he
got back the
On Thursday while Mrs. I.ucy IloudleUe of wear dark and
heavy skirts at all events. camp had been visited by a bear who had torn
Malden, Mass., wnlow of the late Rufus Hottdoff one corner of the tent, entered ami made
These are often of silk, trimmed heavily with
himself athoine. He smashed the bread bucket
lette, of Bath, was riding in Dresden with Mrs.
Capt. Thomas Carlton, the horse became fright- velvet, or even of velvet entirely. They may and ate what bread there yvas, finished a plate
ened by a mowing machine, and the ladies were wear basques and overdresses as thin and of beans, and alter depositing the bed clothes
in a bean hole snugly, he took a bag of flour
thrown to the ground with great force. Mrs. sheer as
may be, hut these must have silk lin- and
Houdlette sustained a fracture of the thigh
some soap, and started off. The bag getbone and is probably disabled for life. Mrs. ings, and not make a pretense of covering the ting torn he concluded to leave it, a* also he
Carlton was severely bruised,
did the soap.
arms and shoulders, as was the style formerly,
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The ‘‘Black Death" scourge, which has n*eentlv appeared on the ri\ei Tigris and Luparates, is the same which destroyed millions
ot lives in r.uropt and A.-ia dming ll.e fourteenth century.

Annie B. murderer, held a consultation in
gard to the ease ami decided that Robin on
main in the insane asylum.
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stances, might live industrious and contented

finishings
sent
Treasury shows that They

41

more

Boston, July 19, 1875.
A little money, like a little learning, is a dangerous thing. It turns weak heads and ruins
men and women who, under ordinary circum-

in the

the amount agrees to a cent with Gen
provements, or in the turnilure ol the
That is pretty good
White House, or the tuel consumed,
flic Spinner’s figures.
Alas! the untold millions
book-keeping.
a
is
of
statement
comparative
following
the annual average of the presidential ex- that ought to be there, but have stuck to
the waxed lingers of the radical All Sins,
penses tor the last twenty-live years.
Under Taylor Filmore (Whig).$ :4,utV» on the wav from the pockets of the people!
l: nder
Under

Correspondence of the Journal.

together they had §30,000.
Dinglev perhaps
looked

to show tor

nothing
large appropriations, either

these

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

a newspaper gets an
prompt and thorough as one
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On Saturday e\euin_ four \i.un.r
Charles Ivimwlton. John Five! \\ ilt.
honey, and
Tenney— ♦* v.-iu *TmM
flu* Pioneer,

men

\\
ir,

eaps./vd in sail I. it T
Camp (.round, nearly a quart* r <•! a mil.-ti.
tlie shore. Placing Teiim-v. who could
were

swim, on the bottom id the
the others swam to tin shot*.
themselves of

a

o\ei

in the water. A boat from il
up the oth«r man. our ot 11*** |
of money from his pocket.
On

turned

ha\in.'
portion >t theii loth

Sunday evening the
a house kept l.\

I’..In

\

tor

;•

o\*

dum
it

,,,

i,

n.

k

«1

••

.-on.

ma.i

Itnh.in,. P it;,
a
tin
son, on the line ot the railroad aU.\
bridge. the neighbors had mad* nunnioueomplaint that she kept a noUx, drunken m t
ratle

on

on*

1

disorderly house, where rough'wen- u.>m
congregate and make the night hid* .»u
drufiken brawls. The police sue e< d< in
turing three—Mrs. Patterson, Ste\e itiiptdi
I he
and John Davis, w ho wa re lodged in i.tii
others imule their escape in the bu*dn
it
by. About ten o'clock tin* ln»u**e w a- d;> *x
ered on tire, and was entirely destroy' d with
I tie
its contents, w hieh we tv not \ alualde.
lire department was present, hut eould do
The parties in the house
placed there l»\ Mi
Hayford. overseer of the city poor. The tin
was undoubtedly set b\ some parties who low-

nothing

were

to

save

il.

paupers, ami

were

quiet neighborhood and w ho w islnd to irel
Mi
a drunken brothel, at any cost.
Hayford appeared next day and released his
charges ami took them to tin* poor farm, where
they ean display their talents in the art of hay
making. Mr. H. owned tin house: it was not
valuable.
a
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Now comes the season of the dog star, when
everybody wants to drop employment and go
u fishing,*
when the land quivers with heat,

Beltast Bay as a Si mmer Resort. As
the warm and languid days of summer come
on. when labor seems a burden and the bare
maintaining of existence quite as much as humanity cares to cope with, there comes over
mankind a longing for the cooler and purer

Maine and the Centennial.

Office of the Maine Centennial Board.
Portland, July, 1875.
The American Centennial is now an assured
and the ocean absorbs calorie until it throws
success, and within a year the nations of the
out cloud- of vapor that enshroud the coast
earth will exhibit their choicest works of art,
and perplex the mariner; when wom?n ply
their manufactures, and the products of the soil
their fans, and a man's shirt -tieketh closer airof the mountains or the invigorating breezes aud mine alongside our own, in the vast buildof the sea-shore. There lingers in civilized ings and enclosures of Fail-mount Park in Phil|han a brother. Happy he
adelphia. It is now universally conceded that
man a portion of the
who can throw care to the
savage nature which at no previous World's Pair ever had greater
such times asserts itself in a desire for out of facilities or brighter prospects, and we most
dog-, and betake himself to
door life, the companionship of the woods, the earnestly urge the people of our own State to
tent life.
Wo can't all do
in every possible way, in order to be
waters and the open sky. and a yearning to respond
this. l»ut ii must not suriusllv entitled to some share of credit for the
throw
ofl'the artificial in life and get close to the great success of this International exhibition.
pri-e : lie -iM-kci after a busiWe appeal to the people of the .State for a
honest bosom of good old mother earth. It is
>!«•-- or i
t*
i«»n:iI man, if.
iust exposition of our industrial and material
this
which
has
remade
the
mountain
after much search, he finds
popular
wealth. We want the products of our Cotton
gions and the sea-coast of Maim*.
.Mills'along the Saco and the Androscoggin;
hung miiI at the door a slate
line woolens that have made Berwick, Yasthe
Our own Penobscot Ray 1^ acquiring a repulike unto this.
salboro, Dexter, Hartland, and other manufactation as a sea-side re>ort for those who seek tures famous;
every ingenious device and every
? .: 111 I« r- i- absent on a ten
In
davs'^vacaeconomical quarters, with all the advantages valuable contribution to mechanical skill; the
t ion
of garden aud lield crops; specifinest
samples
of bathing, Jishing, sailing and cool breezes.
mens of our woods, wood manufacture, and
I k
a.hmiists now threaten to smash the
: The western shore has become lined with neat
and
the
finest products of our stockgrasses;
w "rid on tin
till of August.
and tasteful cottages, built by citizens of Bel- farms, our dairies, and our fisheries.
I ■' **• It. d. 11. Drew is
above all, we desire to have exhibited
discharging a cargo j last as well as persons residing in the interior. to And,
the nation aud the world the vastness and
"i
h. a-"iivillc hard pine for
Carter \ Co.
Many of these are beautifully situated, and variety of our material wealth. We want colb' "11'
The one lections of precious stones and metals ; the lime
ot coinlort.
d the North Church next
>unday have alt the accessories
of Knox and Aroostook: the feldspar of Sagatw- nmg. Subject
nearest the city is that id \V. (L Frye, Esq., at
“Some Recent Events.''
the rich iron ore beds of Katahdin and
which he usually passes a couple of months dahoc;
I rank I’.M-hcr di
the far north; the wonderful slate quarries that
^itiudax eollidtd with auwith hi* family, dust below, ami near Little
tk>
team on tin- stn-c!. uii| \va- thrown out
span townships and counties, and which comRiver, is a very pretty cottage built by Isaac prise and combine every quality the earth has
md h l hi- c
irriagt la maned soinevvliat.
marvelous granite, from
Allard, the late Charles U Thumbs and others, ever produced; the
the pure white ol Hallowed, to the mottled of
'11. lb ! >a «11 il,
g i- works i> siipcrintendwhich at other times than the P nting season our
outlying islands, the red of Jonesport, and
l;
da
tin-.: m| lamp j-M-i- about the city.
is the scene of stag parlies for the discussion the marble of Deer Isle.
1 k
information as to space and classification
Full
n
on
\\ ill be j
iced in position this of chowders, Ac.
.Ju*t across Little River,
will lie furnished by the undersigned. Contriweek.
Henrv L. Lord and II. L Locke have quiet butions should be
ready by Jan. 1st, '7(1.
U'-rkmeii mi the Western I’uion Telegraph
deduced rates of transportation are promised
little ne*»t> tor resort on 1.*i ur<- da>s. Below
will
be seasonabl y announced
terms
and
specific
them tieorge (L \\ il> has pi-t bought a hand>tii]< tu\ have been in this city the past week,
by circulars.
ii," mg ii-.-;,—; }..)-i- and wire- and
rot
some
build
a
will
I
half
acre
oil
lu
which
clearing
( urrespondence is solicited from all Sources,
:
long- up j eiicralix.
and every question and suggestion will receive
verv * omfort.dde an.I sight)}
tag*-. \e\? L
attention.
M,. I I 1 bell
plat *- re-, eiitlv built b\ (.corge P. Pole, of the ready
Elodgctt, of t b i e it V lVcellt
I.et all our people heed the invitation and the
a
m.lenl atSt. doseph < 'olloge, (Catholic lirm of Pole ,V (jiiimlty. Mil! further down a
promise: for in benefit to individuals and in
a. a
upon ii- tin- we-k.
Mr. R. intend- to \*'iy hand-omc double tenement building has honor aud advantage to the State, nothing so
important can ever again otter; and if we uniii.-t been finished by I >r. L >ml>ar«l and Fred
k
dil *1pile-' Il >m I Mil tile
> 111
p let ion ;
true to this opportunity, we shall surely make
< arii*, on 1 a f«w rod- south a similar building
d hi- educati.ui.
a showing in '70 that will do credit to our peowith a stable by
P. .Strickland of Bangor. ple, and be an honor to our State.
I k
on..i d wdi.-ii: oi thi- eit\ is undergoing
Kxocil KxniHT, Sec'y.
These are tie* im»sl expensive and commodious
M.n
V It U-i V e
JIu* Western side,
repair-.
of the summer residences. « hi a slight elevaThe above appeal irom the Centennial
il In bill Id 01.'■-. \\ ill be raised a foot or more.
1
tion, with a broatl gravellv beach in trout, a
Board of Maine should receive the earn
dui
tender-, A•
On l'uesduy the
le tossed lrom 1 lit* d«tor> into the
pcbhlc
may
nest attention of the people ol the State
\\
lc
Ii I;
I Imwii from I tango r a rail
Waters of the bav.
ll scene the very height of
tin
ai
t. and also brought a
whose avocations -end to the markets of
restful eomtort to sit on lh>* broad verandah'.,
an
: 1 lie 11 In 'Mliiplete the job.
the country and the world the products
wat. h the w bile sails go b\. or the w hilt* sumI h- n.
-Illp \ >. l>avis that wa- to ba\e mer clouds gliding along the lvv, while tin of this region. It should lie a matter of
"*i' lie-1 -•!i
Moiula). still remains upon her w a\ es murmur on the beach.
local pride to have the State well repn
k-. IW ill to ill in-U!lieielle\ of water.
she
.lust below this beautiful pul we < me to seated, as it. can be by a little eilbrL.
The
! i
*l-di!\ remain upon her w ay-until tin- tinWeMcyau < amp li round. w here the march time and money expended will not lie lost,
\i
nr-' m| high ti«le-, which occur in about
of improvement ha- been astonishingly rapi-l.
for if the producers are the shrewd men
v\
cks.
I ln- riggers in the meantime will
A pi.*ket tenc.' now encloses tin ground- of the
that they have the credit for being, they
"inpinte the rigging of tin* |.i\ver lnast-.
As-..rial.<>n, and serves to keep oil! intruders.
annot tail to perceive that the CentenI'lie means «»f a*-cess by water have been much
I i'1
hive ina-led -eh. l’reseott Ha/eltine
The substantia! wharf erected last nial will be siu h an opportunity to adverw
impro'e.l.
in
at
thitaking
cargo
place will make two
fall will admit of the largest coast steamers tise their wares as
m
"i'!
they have never seen
a.ling and wm .i di-charging. Woods,
landing at low water. A general renovation and will never see
Matin
A Raker.
I Eit- her A Soil will put
again. Other states
of tin* grounds is soon to be undertaken under
•'
1
* a
-! hay; -he willthen prosuaii: i;
are moving early and strongly in this
direction of Mr. tb orge F. Podge, of funnel,
'll i. Em. kpurt bu Iinni ea.-ks of lime.
Tin*
matter, and Maine cannot afford to be
who
been
has
appointed superintendent.
wil
-li-charged at Charleston, v C.,
left behind. There is now no time to be
to
be
laid
out
and
a
Streets
are
new
regularly,
'!.•■] tin- Pine at da. k-on\ille. Kla.
highway entrance made by which the long hill lost, and we hope that the producers ol
Hi 1. s ii v m.
ikkc hee-e Eaeton m this town in the road from Belfast will be avoided.
the classes named will at once put themin'U in full
-»!•«■ rathm, receiving from •j.'KH.i to
The largest private building now being erect- selves in communication with Mr.
Knight
•no pound- m| milk
Eld«*r .John < ‘ook ed is the two story
per da\.
cottage of Warden Rice, of
Un ein-i-to hi< views of right, declines to
I homaston. which is lsvil, besides ell,
Thurman ou the
—
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Philadelphia Times gives

The

the tolin illustration of the manner in
which the navy is managed under ltohe-

lowing
son

:

Secretary Robeson

must be a nice man
know. A Washington dispatch states
that the Tallapoosa will make a pleasure
cruise this summer for the accommodation
to

of a

large party of prominent persons, including “the Misses Porter with several

other of our society belles.” In case these
belles should fall overboard, we hope our
rosy Secretary of the Navy will have some
gallant youn^ middy at hand to wring
them out, as Tennyson says, "to the wild
sky, the flying clouds.” The nation is taxed lor the dear girls’ summer frolic, but
then what was the American navy created
for ?
Am latTisixi; Ti'.i.i.s.
We know a merchant who commenced with a small capital, who constantly advertised his business
to the people who wanted his class ot
goods, and retired from business in sixteen years worth $2,000,000.
We also
know a firm who commenced in a similar
business about the same time on a side
street, with $20,000 capital. They never
advertised, and at the end of sixteen years
they were not known to four hundred customers in the country, and had not doubled their capital. [Albany Argus.
ll i< stated licit yellow fever lias appeared in
tlie harbor of Norfolk on a vessel trom Uarbadoes.

Hugh Sullivan of Bangor, fell from tin* staging
a new schooner, building in
Brewer,
Friday, and was fatall) injured.

around

Hon. Doing Halhorn of Pittsfield, one of I Inactive and inlhicntia! business men in that
.section, i- very sick with nervous prostration.

most

The Patten Tribune says that a neighborly
hear and two cubs recently came into the dooryard of Andrew Mvt.'ourl m that town.
Howard Kingsbury, a druggist's clerk, made
most deliberate attempt at suicide at the
hoarding house ot Mrs. Powers, on Hammond
street. Bangor, Sunday afternoon, by swallowing morphine, ll was pumped out of him.
s

a

Joseph Clark of Waldoboro, one ot the largship builders in Maine, and very wealth)
died suddenly Monday afternoon of angina
pectoris. He was taken Sunday afternoon, hut
seemed to rally from that attack, and was to
all appearances improving until about lift ecu
minutes previous to his death, when h> wa>
seized with another vioh nt attack and lingered
est

but

lew

a

TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes yotlfr cure more
and
much
hopeless,
depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of
testimony in favor of
CONSUMPTIVES,

a

post-paid

IEL MAY

adjoin-

In

milk of liis e-.\\ made into cheese on
There aiv les- rigid preachers who do
il l milk on that day, but the Elder
keeps on
-1 iii- own i<lea- of right ami
wrong.
t

Curreucy.

ing that for several years owned by R. A. Rich
inter port, and close to that ol I Lm. 11 iram
RncLrle- of Funnel. Mr. R. usually "pends a
considerable pari of the Mininn r here.
Tin*
Mr. Richard 1>. E illicit, d Rueksport, lia- larger portion of the buildings erected this
> car will he south of the hitherto occupied porI.i-t completed a very excellent
job of w harf
tion of the ground-. Here we tind, nestling in
work mii the lk-r'laml -P ainer’- wharf. Mr
the edge of the grove, a row of tasteful cotRennett ha- lir-t cia-s tools 1‘or hi- business,
tages owned by Bangor parties. Messrs. Dick■»iid i- an excellent workman,
reliable.

directed

envelope.

Address NATHAN-

FAIR, P. o. Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y
.-pGino J

July,

A, d. lsra.

Administratrix of the

DRAKE,
I[ELIZABETH
J Estate of Rufus

MARRIED.
In Morrill,
July Hlli, \\ iii. C. .J. Grant ot Boston,
and Miss Mary E. fucker of Morrill.
In Islesboro,
July lltli, Mr. Elisha W. Pendleton
and Miss Leona M. Williams, both of islesboro.
in Rockland,
.Inly 5th, Mr. Win. L. Mudgett of
Prospect, and Miss M Etta Hopkins, of Rockland.
In Ellsworth,
July 3d, Mr. Abi Garland and Miss
Uchituble Garland, both of Ellsworth,
e ln Ellsworth,
July-.Mb, Mr. James Harvey of
Bucksport. and Mis Junletta Mosele) ot Ellsworth.
In Ireinont, Jul\ Ith,
Capt. Walter B. Stanley,
and Miss Lizzie L. Lurvey, both of'Ireinont.
In Bluehill, June J5t.li, Edmund J.
IIinkley and
Lina L. Leach, both of Bluehill.

Drake, late of l.iucolnville in
said County ot Waldo, deceased,
having presented
her first account of Administration for
allowance,
together with her private claim.
(trdered, 1 hut tile said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by
causing a copy ,,f
this order to he published three weeks
successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at
Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Betlast, within and for said Countv, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, it' any tin y have, why the
same
should not be allowed.
ASA I IIURLOUGH, Judge.
copy, Attest-B. P. Etid.ti, Register.
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Monroe, July loth, Mr. Nathan

uial

Ayt

Johnson,
aged '5 years and 5 mouths.
In Brownfield, July 7th, Pliebe Beall,
agul S7 vrs.,
S.

months and 4 days.
In .Stockton. July Gth, Estelh. P.,
daughter of
/etheiu F. and Nancy J, I'.errv, aged to wars.
In Burnham, July loth, William Davis,
aged 4s.
year and U months.
1 n I uion, July 5th, Joseph Daniels,
aged Go years.
In Ellsworth, July »th, Hannah S. wile of Andrew
Newman aged 4G years and •; months.
Pros].eel Harbor, June J5th, Robert Perry, aged
7‘.» year- and G months.
ft

Slid,A BKL1HX, late of l’ulormo,
in tin- County of Wahlo, deceased, by
giving bond
ax the law directs; he therefore
requests all persons

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARBI V ED.

Jul) .I h, Selir. Cameo, Patterson, Bo-ton.
Juls i'-tli, Selir. -las. Holmes, Ryder, p.,,ston.
•I ul> l -l Ii, Sells. Geo. B. Ferguson, 1 *
u-on, p.os
ton; .i (i. Drew, W adlin, «Jacksonville.

bridge.

July lltli, Brig 11. C. Sibley, Nichols. PI,dad. Iphia,

load for Baltic Sou.
July tr.ili, Sclis. Jachin,

Getchell, Romloiit; A. W.
Ellis, Ferguson, Ellsworth, Amelia, Trask, Bangor.
Julv 171 li, Selir. Eveline, White, Sullivan.
Duly '"fi, Schr. Empire, Ryan, New Y ork.
July l'Jih, Schr. Jus. Holmes, Ryder, Ellsworth.
......

Itolow

ii.■

1>A\ lh I>l R<iIN, late ot Belfast,
in the County ol Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore
requests all per-oiis
w bo are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
niunds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
toller.
SARAH DLRHIN

SAIL

OSBORNE

&

MAKERS

riTiir. subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
A. concerned that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator ot t lie
estate of

people

wo

R. H. MOODY. Druggist,
Main and High M
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For Sale!
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The Ladies

Vicinity

\i'st IldkiTS Wtiiihal!
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Orders left at SARlil N T He ItAlU
O. SMI I H >, Searsport,
last, or II
prompt atrention. til1.*
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Hosiery.

We 11a\
just bought u Large Lot,
iltd nit:it' i/* -, \mir elioiee t<>r 12
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Alpacas, Cashmeres, Cloths,
Dress Trimmings
Clothing,

Black

—

• U

AM*

have been marked down.

all kind

Hats, Caps and

We .ire 111 earuest about the reduction ol our
Mock and ITices, and know it to be for ill* udvnu
ta£F of all customers to give us a call

\gents for the
t*

b hrnted
Free

Catalogue

111

Domestic

t«

I’ajn-r 1’nt

Also tin-

—

{

nil',

in

r* •!

Carpets,
Oil-Cloths & Window Shades.
At pin*

that

Tail

cannot

t

tin

m

p.nab

in

t.xtraordinary Hur^itiu

OVERCOATS

i:>

•*

greatc-t bargain*

!

(too. W. Burkett & Co.
HAYFOIU* BLOCK,
(Mmroh Street,

Goods

Furnishing

5

>

Truck
s p i: c i .i /.

♦

200,000

O.N

MACHINKS.

N K KOI. I*: S
Attachments & Findings.

-i

FIN I N
each.

Ft

1

t!-*•.»

SEWJNtf

Pair.

N n 11 u ki

«»:.|
n,Oll’t In- b*

DKAr.KK IN

pair.

French Corsets Nice Quality
75 Ct.s. Por

l\

J, S. FERNALD,

r
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me
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H
nil.Ion
ASM l
I o | |||;. u1
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v

from early morn.
1 ill night com*
n.1
Humming t.-gi-ther tie

I

m i;

a i

i..

an old
it <’leaned and lb-paired, t.. rail
them at their new Jailor’- Shop ,.ver J. S • ,|
well's Hook Store, win IT tin. ln:i\ be I'. Milld wi t h
i"0‘ .- and goose.

Folf Ml N AND HOYS’ \Y F. All,
p«T yard, former price s I no.

t.ooK

I

u

• *r

>

B7

wou 1

Flitting Garment,

I.MN AN r> OF DHI.'-S (it ions | oi: Ml
W'-ar, • Hill" at a i.r« at >acriiir«-

»ofi:\-

KI)

|iiaintanc<

a

nice

want a

11I!.« hi D SHIKII.M. FI.ANM.I.,
,J w dit 14 rt~.. former price 20 et«.

Us Tell It!
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B. F. Wells.

i

Won I II OF bllFS.S DOODS
D l«-«1 nod placed mi our coun
iloin co-t and Ibr what they

)()()
to Im
tors,
will brill";.

HATS!

Very Cheap!

Itt.Tr". OX 1.1 H

Wit It 11

\

<

<

_v pi I'} Jill.
*>

is. I 1,1 i,a\ t

111. lil.lAI HI- I> COI ION, MCK
itV 15i 1-2 Cts. per yard

an

It

MOODY'S

I he best Si*iun<» Rutek io tin market.
Its peculiar medical properties
:
give-* it a
above till others lor loss o!
Appetite, Debilitv, in li
gestion, Jaundice, and all kmdreti disease-* win. i,
are subject to in the
.spring and Summer. I?
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well thi
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by

wo

■,

THOMBS

B. F. WELLS.

VEGETABLE BITTERS

i|U0to a tow of our Cooils at the
shall soil them at from this ,|av. ami
ooiitiimo to soil thorn until this a.Ix orlisi-mont
is ehanaod or withdraw n.
prioos

hereby gives public

subscriber

notice to all
A. concerned,that she 1ms been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust ot Lxeculrix ot the
estate ol

rpiIK

SAILED.

uly L'lli,

Selir. Harmona, R\der,
Wilmington.
July 13th, Schr. Fanuie & Edith, Bani- tt, Mill

to

who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
mauds tin reou, to exhibit the same tor settlement
to him.
.JOHN (.JRKKIA

good lra.1, in the
selling at tie otm„,

nro

DR. R.

priors.

rptli:

I>lil

S'l-iir*' a

Call and See for
Yourselves.

*

Customers would <D> well to look :it our
<0 tolls alii I I’ltlf Ks. for we have marked
tItem ilown so |,i i\V, that one ami all euii see,
rare haroains ou11 ho obtuimul ut our store,
•litijtor tho 11o\t si\iv tlavs wo intonil to elosi*
out the I.AItOKSl’ l'OlttloV of our STOCK
ttU'l /*>r that purpose wo otter thorn to the
t’lihlio at ovon a ilisoouut from tin- wholesale

in u err

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that tie lias been dull appointed and
taken upon himself the tro t of Administrator ot'
1 he estate of

7.00
5.00
4 00
2.50
1.50

BITT BBS!

to

wijl
William Davis, late of Burnh im
In said County of
Waldo, deceased, hut ing prc-i-med sail! w ill for Probate.
Ordered, That tin- said Mary K. give notice
to all
persons interested by causing a copy ,4
Ibis order to be published three weeks
successively
in the Republican Journal printed at
Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
I uesday Ol August next, at te n of' the dock before
m,on, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he
proved, approved and allowed
ASA 1 III HI,on, II, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
B. P. 1-YlI iv. Register.

$10.00

Humbug.

Geo. W.Burkett & Co.

<

’•

low

-AT—

DAVIS, named Executrix
MARY instrument
be the last
purporting
and testament of

(fl/iluiii'i/ 'nutlet s, lx point the Date, \

,llf' li,1!,J lu

goods while they
prices.

abovo

Reduced

to
to
to
to
to
*0

5.00
4.00
2 00

*> t'.AI.Ks ItlMWX COTTON, 1 YAlttt Wllif,
s cts.
per jaril, foiiin-r prico lu rt-.

I it111

Switches
from

$15.00
9.00
7.00

DRY

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the third lues,lay ot
July, A D., 1875.

At a
the

Hair

—

»>

Baltimore, July 18.
“Are there any fool- in this city!'” asked a
-AMI DKAI.IU.S l.X
interview with a reporter of the stranger ol a newsboy. “No: do you feel loneFRA.Nkl.lN COCIIllAN, late of .Searsport,
Ouzel te ye -terday at Deer I’ark Hotel, .Sen- some Y*f was the reply.
in the < ounty of Wahlo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; lie therefore requests all
ator Thurman talked freely on the situapersons
‘•Don't you forget” to call for Adamson's
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
Sails made and repaired at short notice. Loll on
Botanic ( ough Balsam when troubled with a
tion in < )hio, and his own relationship to it,
immediate
and
those
who
have
payment,
Swan X Sibb
foot
of
Main
any destreet
wharf,
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
which he thought had been misunderstood. cough or cold. For sale by all druggists.
JOHN B. IlloMBS.
to him.
WILLIAM
M
L
Id
ARRAU
I
GKO.
OSBORN F.
Hi- saiii the Democratic party in Ohio is
Why doe> a dm k go under the water!' For
BelL,-!, July J", ls75 Gmos.’
divided on the currency question.
Finan- diyer's reasons. Why does -he go on land!'
Canvasser Wanted!
cial opinions contained in the Columbus For sun-dry reasons.
very
Pocket-book Lost.
Have Yuli a Hough, Cold, Pain in the Chest,
plattorm should only be regarded as ex.v nine lanner
i»ragg, ■ mus, ami "\\cu.
H'.t'IV
Ullv«i
i’.'V'iiuii
or Bronchitis?
In fact, have you the premoniactive, intelligent and reliable man t<> travel
ujjiiuuii, .urn
iiuuiiu^
from ilu* water is another row of houses, own>S i
oniewhoro about tin- streets, Monday, duly
l<*rlak«*
:111v when* mi the Penohseot
as Agent for a well known publication
i'o
hav
could be more un just, than llie attempt to tory symptoms of the “insatiate archer,” Cona
J
Bucket-book
a
sum
ed
of
Mr.
cashier
of
Is*,
the
Holt,
Yeazie
National
containin';
right man steady employment and good j»u\
hy
money
>i river.
sumption? Know that relief is at hand in Wis- and ;i white
on this account that the Democratdouble bladed pocket knife,
charge
will be given. References required. Address, -iat
handled,
tar's
Wild
50
Balsam
of
els.
and
a
Bank, Bangor, by Mr. C’ulletl. and Mr. WhitCherry.
$1
i’lie tinder will be suitably rewarded by leaving; the ing residence &c., to Box
ic party as a great national organization bottle,
Belfast
tf
large bottles much the cheaper.
Ati«*111i«»11 i~ ailed to tin* Ui.itice of Thomhs ing, of sunn* place. Still further
same with
MRS. SAMI 1 I. NORTON.
up the hill
is animated by a spirit oi inflation. In
Belfast. July vv, 1-;;.. ;;\V :
A «Miuriif
ailmak.r- Ye-i makers :in*l pant Mr. d. 1
Yet another warning. Joseph Bates, of VerBarkhurst, of Bangor, formerly ot all times of commercial
depression the cry mont, falls dead while carrying in an armful of
innvli.
wanted In tin* linn of p..te \ rjtiini- l uilv. has a cottage witli tie unusual liixon
of more money is raised, the present pe- wood. Show this paragraph to your wife.
Portmonnaie
Lost.
i» \.
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CLOSING OUT SALE

A true
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Economical Nkw Fooi>. 25cents will lmy
package of Sea Moss Karine, made from pure
Irish Moss, which w ill make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custards, jellies, creams. Charlotte Busse,
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
I yr.
Hrocers.

Reduced in Price

—
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a

grand

Probate for tile Countv1

CONFESSION OF AVICTIM.

SHIP NEWS.

Potions and Pungencies

of

BETHIA

■

Pills

liondritble Juilgi'

To tile

L>r. Schenck’s l’ulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
of Waldo:
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
M. C ALDER WOOD late of Lincolnthe
other
support
medicine. See
pretensions of any
ville 111 said County, deceased,
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
respectfully represents that the goods, chatties and credits of said
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
deceased arc not sufficient to answer his
just debts
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
and charges of Administration,
by the sum of one
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability. thousand dollars.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone lias cured many, as
WIIKueroKi; your petitioner prays your honor to
these evidences will show; but the cure is often progrant her a license to sell and convey' from time to
moted by the employment of two other remedies
time so much of the real estate of said
deceased,
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
the reversion of the Widow’s dower
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic (including as will
satisfy his debts ami incidental
ami Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these thereon,)a
ml charges of Administration.
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer- charges,
ULTIMA SI. C A I.DKR WOOD.
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
At a Probate Court held at Iieirast, within and for
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy Mouse, Boston,
the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
on the
following Wednesdays, from !> to 3 o’clock :
duly, A. 1)., 1s7j.
••an. 1 ith and J7tli, Feb. loth and Jith, and March
10th and .’Ith. Consultations free; but for a thorough
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
examination of the lungs, with the Uespirometor, petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
the price is $5.
causing a copy ol said petition, with this order there'
Dr. Schenck is professionally at bis
principal of- on, to be published three weeks successively in the
fici', t orner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at tin
every Mnudav, when- all letters of advice must be
Probate Ullice in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
addressed.
Tuesday of August next, atten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Pi r.i.isnki,
a WAKNiMi and for the benefit of
A true copy, Attest
B. 1’. Fikld, Register.
Y'O
Mk\ and oini:its who sutler from NERV«»l S DEBILITY LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., giv
iug his rules of Self Cure, after undergoing much At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday ol
suffering and expense, and mailed free on receiving

minute^

Two boys, one aged live years and the other
nine years, sons of Henry Morrissey and Peter
Murphy, were drowned in the Kennebec river,
on the east side, at Augusta, near Sturgis' steam
mill, while they were bathing. They were not
missed but their clothing w as seen on the hank,
and search was at once instigated, w hich resulted in the discovery of their bodies at the bottom
of the ri)er.
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i under Yen favorable eonditioiis.
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(in .Monday afternoon the house,
and barn of Samuel lladley of this town
" desfrov e l »»\ lire. With a portion of the

i.
A

and fanning tools saved. The
ie onginated in a tleferlive chimney.
Loss
about Si ion
In-ured in spoil.

la:

nitur*

‘•:.n*li

I* i: \\ki'»im

Mr. A.

s.ininarv.

Newlon from the
Andover. .Mass., will
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Theological
-apply tli-- pulpit of t!ie < oiigregational < hureh
f raiiktori h»r eight weeks. Hour- for service
■

the Sabbath at half past 10,
\
M.. and quarter past '■ 1’. M.
Prayer meeting «.n 1 hursda> at the ehuivh at N I’. M.

I

ommenee

SKiCKloN.

on

I Mi

the

Kith.

a

sou

of ( apt.

Siorer, of bri/ (ieo. Harris, of this port was
killed al Philadelphia, lie was asleep in the
liuld, by a pile o! lumber, a- tin* coolest place
be could lind, when a movement of the vessel
threw the lumber upon him. killing him in•laiitly. He *va- 17 wars of age.
'-I

AHSIMIM.

«tMiite

a

serious break-down

on Wednesday morning last at the
Block and Spool Manufactory of George Merrill A. Son, occasioned by the carelessness of

0

lined

in the employ of the proprietors.
G-ing into the upper loft, of the building for a
ie-avy taekle, instead of carrying it down as he
properly should have done, he carelessly kicked
it down the
hatchway, where, in its fall, it beman

not

entangled in one of the belts of the man ami a general
tearing and breaking was
instantly the result. The prompt action of one
of the employees of the mill in
rushing to the
engine room and shutting otf steam averted the*
furthe r progress of the disaster, but not until,
1

one

him

in almost a moment's time, damage had been
done to the amount of from one hundred to two
hundred dollars.On Saturday the Methodist
ami Congregational is t Sabbath Schoofs made a

grand union excursion

the Wesleyan Grove
atNorthport, iu the selir. IL T.
to

amp Ground,
< base and steamer
C. P,. Sandford, accompanied by the Searsport Cornet Band. A very
enjoyable time was had, and at an early hour
the excursionists returned home well
pleased
with the events of the day.The
hay Ls pro<

gressing finely with us. As a general thing the
glass is very good, and an abflndant harvest of
gdod hay will reward the toils *of the
hayTmakers.

Fire

The wearied man of business shall find rest

iu

Cincinnati.

his perplexity, ami the tired house-w ife
rc-pite from lu r cares. Little children shall
realize new life from the invigorating breezes
and abundant exercise.
There shall be tivceinbowered walks, broad avenues—
With seats beneath the shade.
For talking age and whispering lovers made."
And posterity w ill acknowledge a debt of gratitude p* those whose forethought has -retired
and dedicated to its use this beautiful spot.

Tilt) building
CiSi INNATf, July 20.
occupied by Black A Co., printers, and
Donaldson, lithographer, was burned this
morning. Loss $25,000. After the lire
there was an explosion ot gas which threw
down the walls, burying Chief Engineer
Megrue and seven firemen. The whole
lire department was then summoned. iMegrue was rescued insensible, but not fatally
hurt. James McCormack was rescued, but
badly bruised and burned, it is feared laMore Yankee Shooting.
tally. Lee Slocum was fatally injured.
I.ON DUN, July 11*.
The remainder were rescued, but none faI In* tics in tin* shooting of
Saturday at tally hurt. Three men in the street were
Wimbledon for the SI. Reger sweepstakes baillv hurt by Hying brick.
were shot oil to-day.
Fulton of the AmerThe loss by the Fourth street lire is
icans won : Mitchell second and .John Rig- larger than at first supposed. Black &
by third.
Co., loss $50,000 to $00,000; insured for
loiter,
'the shooting for the Albert $24,000. 11. \V. Donaldson, loss $37,250;
prizes took place to-day at W imbledon. insurance, $21,500. Mr. Trounstrain’s loss
Ranges 200, CoO and 900 yards. In the on building,$25,000. Foreman Halcomb
shooting at the lirst two ranges the scores was found dead in the ruins. The physishow that Gildersleeve is ahead, having cians have little
hope of the recovery of
made CS points out of a possible 70. At Chief
Megrue: McCormack cannot rethe first range (iildersleeve, Fulton and cover. The rest are
doing well.
< oleman, ol the
Americans, each made a I
The Mountain Meadow Massacre.
points out of a possible Ob, while Hamilton, 1'etty. Wyatt, (ireenhill and itigby,
I’kavi.e, Utah, July 1‘J. The prosecuthe latter two of the Irish
eight, made 0b tion in the Mountain
meadow massacre
points. At the second range only (Ireen- case will not
accept Lee’s statements, as
hill and ltibgy maintained close
competi- they expect to prove more
by witnesses
tion with the Americans, scoring 02
points already here. Complaint has
been made
each.
several of the most important witIn the match for the idle Association against
nesses tor the prosecution,
charging them
cup, in which each man has ten shots at with
complicity with the murders. MarCoo yards’range, Coleman scored 49 out.
shal Maxwell has issued orders to his
depol a bo, leading a large number of compeuties not to allow a witness to be arrested
titors. (Iildersleeve made Is. The ex- and taken
out of the county, and to procellence ol the American marksmanship test them with torce of
arms it
necessary.
causes astonishment.
from

Dastardly Outrage,
Coxcoiid, N. IF. July 1C. As the Hon.
William F. Foster, Chief Justice of the
Circuit Court, was returning to ids home
in this city in the express train over the
Concord Railroad last night, lie was shot in
(lie right arm as the train was
leaving
Merritnae station. The wound, which extended to the bone,
though painful, is not
dangerous. His arm was resting in the
window at the time, and an
explosion like
that ol a pistol was heard outside ot the
cars, hut lie was not aware that lie was
injured until lie saw blood running over
his hand. The shot is supposed to=liave
been fired by a tramp in revenge tor being put oil' a train on the same road in the
morning at Thornton’s Ferry for refusing
to pay bis fare.

healthy condition of the body, causes the food
to be digested; and when this juice is not excreted in sufficient i|iiantities, indigestion, with
all its distressing symptoms, follows. The Sea
Weed Tonic performs the duty id' the gastric

juice when the latter is deficient. Schcnck’s
Iwl
Sea Weed Tonic sold by all Druggist-.
Stop That Cough.
No pulmonary complaint however obstinate,
can resist the healing inllucnce of Du. Morris'
SVKUl* OK Tilt, WILD ClIKItltV AND lloui:tiorxi).
Nothing that we have ever sold ads

promptly and effectually, in coughs, colds,
hoarseuc-s, sore throat. asthma, and all diseases
of the throat, lungs and chest leadingto consumption. U is a certain cure for WnoouiMi
Cm oil and ( uolik. Contains no opium and is
pleasant to take. Cough worn victims whose
lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms that
threaten to choke them, find speedy relief in its
Ask for Mr. Morris'
use. Trial size 10 cents.
Syrup, take no other. Sold by Wm. O. Poor
& Sox' Belfast. Ai.krkd Hooker, Seal-sport,
A.,). Jordan. Orlaml. J. W. Perkins A Co.,
IvrlU
Portland, General Agents.
so

BELFAST
Corrected

by

Babcock,
Mutton
‘*5a$l.OO Lamb
1*8
$ 1.f»0

Corn Meat
Rye Meal

Frederick G. Orr, Collector of Taxes in the
town of Harpswell, has absconded, carrying liis
hook, and what moneys he had collected is not
known, lie leaves a wife and four children in

Harpswell.

Main street.

Turkey

Chicken

$1.50 Fowl

Rye

uO Geese
75 Duck

Barley
Oats

i

.’.uoa2.?5 Hay

Potatoes

Dried Apples
Butter

Cheese

Eggs

Hound Hog
Pork BackHeel*
Veal

Augusta correspondent of the Argus Dry Cod
Pollock
relates this irregularity as
having occurred Corned Bed
at the capital—
tra\ idling temperance lecturer by the name
of Harry (iolding has recently been
stopping at
tin' house of Keuben Wing of Brackett’s
Corner,
in this city, complaining of being sick. He lias
absconded, taking with him a wagon, harness
trunk, and other articles belonging to Win!
Wing, not the least of which was a daughter
some twenty-two years of am, which he took
The parties have turned up at
on the “wing.”
Dexter,the daughter claiming she was married
to said Golding. The father entered a complaint
before Judge True to-dav, and City Marshal
Farrington took the I P. M. train to effect their
arrest.

s

>5.00alC.00

An

A

No.

50
00
8a1.*
20a23
15al8
10
00

10
17a20
8a 11
5aS
07
05
10

Straw
Washed Wool
Unwashed
Hides
Call Skins

?al0
loal-'
00
l«a20
12a 15
00

H
34
«i

and laws. -No scholar received for less than half a
term. A printed Term Report of each scholar’s de
pertinent and rank in recitation will be given to
each pupil at the close of the term. For five or six
days previous to the commencement of the term,
the Principal will he in the place to assist pupils in
Board for
obtaining boarding-places and rooms
students al reasonable rates. Term closes Nov. ll.».
7w'{
\VM. Kb FI 1.1.KR, Sec. of Trustees.

Kelfiist Trotting Park.

12
50a75
Hard Worn!
$0.00
Soft
$ J.50a4.00
Shorts per ct.
$1 *0
Lime
$1.25
15
Alewives per doz.
Butter Salt
28
Plaster
$ 1.10a 1.50

TO

TRAVELERS.

When you visit or leave the City of NEW YORK,
save annoyance and
expense of carriage hire and
stop at the «RAMU (JHI01V HOTEL, op
posite the Cl HAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over
350 elegantly furnished rooms and Is fitted
up at an
expense of $ooo,ouo. Elevator, steam and all mod
m-n improvements.
REM*
Plan.
The
European
TAIlRAll'fM. Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are suppued with the best the
furnish.
markets can
I he cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora
single per
son, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more
luxuriously, for less money
at the GRAND
UNION, than at any other first class
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars
pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City. G. P. & W.
D. GARRISON, Managers.

lyrsplO

All.

M

SI,000

in Premiums

PURSES

GUARANTEED.

Thursday, August 5th.
No. 1. Purse of
$20.
No. 2.
Purse of
trotted for

$170 for

2

42

class—$100, $5o, and

$80 for horses that
money -$45, $20, and $lo.

No. :{.
$2U.
No. 4.

never

Purse of

$200 for

Saturday,

2

7.7

TO

The

class—$170, $00, and

No. o. Purse of $100 for three minute
class—$00,
$40, and $20.
No. 0. Purse of
$200, open to all—$100, $fio, and
1 he ubove
purses are to be trotted for under the
National Rules, best .5 in .» to harness, mile heats,
four or more to
enter, three or more to start.
A horse
distancing the held will be entitled to lirst

money only.
Entries will be closed at 0, P. M.,
July 151st.
Entrance fee, ten per cent., must accompany nomination in all cases, and be
to tin- Secretary of
paid
the Association.
1 lie track has been
put in excellent condition.
°P»‘d at 12 M. Trotting to commence at 2

p(^Jtes

Ladies, seats,
Per

50
and

CENTS.

carriages free.

Order,
EMERY BOA ROMAN,
oec'y Waldo Co. Agricultural Association.
2w3
No Charges for obtaining
TO TUVPVTABa Patents unless successful.
±XL "VluKS Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw,
Tremont Street, Bpston.

I

1

,|

111

till'

1;

ill

it

First Class

Who hit v
their

1

Tull-,

\tt-u-i

Needles,

Dl

MACHINE

SHOP!

Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors, Jack
and Dagon Screws, &c.,
.MAIM

I'll

OKDI.Ii. -T#

i i n< .Ini)! ling of all kinds dom with dispatch.

Formerly
only

15 Cents,

10 Cents Per

SOJ.l)

Of every description furnished when desired.
X. 15. —Bolt, cutting and X at tapping by machinery

Bolt ends from 14 inch to 1 1
inch inelu-ive, fur
nished at low prieis.
Contracts for building muchim-i y solicited.

1

13 V

Mi'., will, Iluutou
boiler, steam gage, heuter

Stationary Engino,

1

Upright,

Portable

Engine,

VI.I. I'\

ami

* -111 •

x n-

FANCY

GOODS!

Wholesale and Retail-

THE

#1-00, $2.00, $3.50.
#4.00, #5.00.
S H I H TS.

.Mi n’s Shirts for

“Every

Pair Warranted.”
July 7, 1875—1

Miss F- A.

Hodsdon,

Teacher of Piano Forte, Cedar Street. Term
liberal for instruction.
Agent. Brackett’s l’iun
3in48*
Fortes, Boston.

BKBWHBBHSKfK:

BO cents.

Host Duck

Overalls (i.v ct

Something-

per

Hew.
Stockings

when we will sell you a tine Silk finish pair for 111 1
by the dozen. A word to tin* wise is sufficient.

Eaper
only

liOc per Box.

pledge

every article
forget the place.

_’c.

Oollars.

we
on our counters

#«"Kemember

To be

had of

us

for

ourselves to produce
here advertised. Don’t

Boston Clothing Store, No. 1 Hayford Block, Belfast.

W.

AHDREWS.

Cut this out and

bring

it with you.

j

:m

-AT THE

Now Block,

Main Street,

oil

arc both ornamental and useful, wh. n
the .NEW ^lOl.’l
body is invited to call and
and NEW GOODS. And I will guarantee all ,vn:
and urn will lino n.:.n>.
be made happy by so
tor a small anion.
things you can
<
money that ure GOOD aud 1 "EKI I and

l liat

doing,
purclia-c

have.

J. B. WADLIN.
Establishment,

Mr. I. C. ABBOTT. Machinist.
May be found, and will bold himself in

rea

lines-

to do

Gas Piping and Repairing
In all its branches.
Iron Pipe, for Gas, Steam, or Waiter Works, and
Gas Fixtures tor sale at Bottom Price-.
I <
ABBOT I
Belfast, June "t, is V .1

Sidelinger

& Dunton

Have purchased the Hair Dressing Saloon former!,
'n et, and fitted it
owned bv Delano on Main
up
in first class order
done
in the best
and
cut
Hair
shaving
pos-ihle
Also hair wove into Switches.
Give us a call at No. by Main Sxreet, up stairs.
SIDELINGER .t Dl N |o\.
Belfast, June 24, 1875.—tf5i

Acadian Hotel,
ME.

new
and
modern m i;
nished Hotel was opened to the public
July 1st. Tables supplied with the be-nlnmarket affords, clean airy rooms, efficient
attendants, and everything that is re.pun d
to make it a first-class Summer Resort.
Excursionists from Belfast and vicinity van h ave
Belfast at*.* A. M., have about live hours in u-tme,
returning about 5 P. M by the Steamer Pi»nm,
touching at Islesboro each way.
CLARK BROS., Managers
tf„»

This

pair,

Why will you pay ‘-*0 and S> cts. for

Buy nothing but the best.

i- now

>1

CASTINE,

OVERALLS.

R. J. ROBERTS’-#!

“RAZOR" STEEL SCISSORS,

only

■

manner.

large assortment ranging in prices from

85c

stock

HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!

BEACHED !

E^VH TS.
A

>

Hail* Dressing Saloon!

A (ienuiue ALL WOOL Suit cut and made in the
L Vf LS I’ h'IVLK for only
$7.00. Bemembi r,
Coat, Pants and Vest for $7.00.

JOHNSON BLOCK, Belfast, Me.

j^-USE

Propr.

Mathews Bros.’ Steam Mill, cor. of Cross
tf«H
and Miller Sts., Belfast. Me.

DRY-GOODS, BOTTOM

r.*i

ln*

In Connection with this

collars, cutters and counter shafts complete.
inch swing, ar
1 Wood Lathe, 10 ft. bed,
ranged to turn 7 loot circle at end.

.SHOP-

'll.

*»x.i

nation

-DEALERS IN-

MILLINERY

<5

with full set combi

Irregular Moulder,

F. A. HOWARD.

!. Johnson & Co.,

!

Drug ami Metlirine Sinp.

just returned from Boston, util

Heater.

and

1

Paper.

second-hand
for sale cheap :

following

governor, upright tubular
anil pump complete.

II

J. B. WADLIN

specialty.

Machinery

rm

New Store!
New Goods!
lias

-O-

The

Soaps,

No. I Johnson Block

1ST IE W

a

M

lint til*- ll'lial

v

wart

tfai

AM)

1 nr

WIYI. 0. POOR & SON,

J. C. THOMPSON'S.

11 A \ 1»

••

Medicines,

■

■

t

r*

TENT MEDICINES

P
M

A T

Patterns For and Castings

II K

Best in tne World,

Very

-\

August 7th.

ADMITTANCE

I KM

before

Friday, August 6th.
Purse of $100 for 2 .00 class—$00, $4o, and

1'

1

WI I'M

TRIMMED FREE

<

r.

(m
■

t

-.

ARNOLD HARRIS.
.If

Toilet Articles, Fine

l

.M.

m

Are You in Need ol

LOW PRICES!

LAND

Patent “Parabola

Now Kedueed to

&

Ila-!, Ml..

It.

a

5. 6, & 7, ”75.

August

THM

OVMK

gurim-tits ho

II 1ln Stuck at u 1 i-«• <m 1111 t*- mi
to go into trad*-, ami w ill l< a** tin
ol years at n-a-onabl*- rai
1 nn-un b u -111 *
to mv om- win* u, b
chu-e.

Stock!

Large

erf-ll.N

Prieo

AUGUST MEETING.

Lamb

SPECIAL NOTICES.
IMPORTANT

TERM

TUITION:
Common English, $4.00; Higher English, $.‘».oo;
Languages or Book-keeping, $0.00.
Students titled for business, for college, and for
teaching, fho.se who desire can have a thorough
drill in fumble Entry Hook-keeping, Business forms

uo

$ lJ.uOalO.uu
$7.00u8.00

21* JSl. 23 IKS

ol’ eleven weeks will com
Monday, September bth, 1S7*>. tit siavi
.1. Nki.mm, Principal, with competent A-^stunts.
KALI.
rpm;
A. mence

&

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal

Sabgk.ni &

Academy.

hi ^ 1 *-:tr

Drugs,

.,

■1

procure tin
ili-count

to

t.-rm

STYLES!

LATE

Use,

>

REEFERS!

imp

\\ ill

a

Economy

■

Now i' tin
winter's ti'*

wishing

SILVERY IN POLISH,

ELEGANT IN SHAPE,

BOYS

ROOM

China Academy and Commercial
Institute.
Xjiall term commences

_|j Book-Keeping

ai <»i'sr i»., is-

,.

Navigation Specialties.

Scholars received at any time. Terms reasonable.
Send for circulars to
KILGORE BRO’S, Proprietors,
&2
China, Maine.
~

Godiva.
A

SANFORD’S

L Ml ED TENNYSON.

Not only wv, tin* latest seed of 'l ime,
New men. that in the living of a wheel
<
ry down the past: not only we. that prate
Ol rights am! wrongs, have loved the people
well.
And loalhed t<> see them ovt rtaxed; but she
Did more, and underwent, and overcame.
The woman of a thousand summers bark,
tiodivn. wife to that grim Karl who ruled
In Coventry: for when hi* laid a tax
l pon his town, ami all the mothers brought
Their ehildren, clamoring, “If we pay. w e
starve!"
>he sought her Lord, and found him, where In*
strode
About the hall, among his dogs, alone,
lie heard a foot before him. and his hair
A yard behind.
She told him of their tears.
And prayed him, “If they pay this tax. they
starve."
Whereat In stared, replying, half amazed,
“You would not let your little linger aehe
Hut I would die," said
For siu h as th>
she.
II. laughed, and -wore by Peter and by Paul:
Then filliped at the diamond in her ear:
“«>. ay. ay. ay. you talk !"—“Alas !" sin* said.
"Hut prove me what it i- 1 would not do."
And from a heart a- rough as Fsau’s hand,
lie answered. “Hide you naked through the
town.
And 1 repeal if*: and nodding, a- in scorn,
lb* parted, with great strides among hi- dogs.
So left alone, the passions of her mind,
A
wind- from ail the eompas- shift and blow,
aladr war upon each other for an hour,
i ill pity won.
Sin sent a herald forth,
\nd bade him cry, with sound of trumpet, all
The .hard condition: but that sin* would loose
Ih. ‘people: therefore, as they loved her well,
From then till noon no foot should pace tin*
street,
No eye look down, she passim* : but that all
"hoiild Keep within, door shut and window
barred.
Then lied she to her inmost bower, and there
I n< ,'asped tin wedded eagles of her belt.
I he grim FaiT- gift: but ev r at a breath
"die ling,-red. looking like a slimmer moon
Half dipt in cloud: anon sin* shook her head.
Ami showered tin* rippled ringlets to her knee:
l m lad lier-elf in haste: adown th,e stair
Molt* nii; and, like a ereeping sunbeam, -lid
From pillar unto pillar, until she reached
The gateway : then sin* found her palfrey trapt
In purple blazoned with armorial gold.
I hen she vo«ie forth,clothed on with chastity :
l he deej* air listened round her a- she null*.
\nd all the low wind hardly breathed for fear.
I he little wide-mouthed heads upon the spout
Il.i*! * mining eves to see : the barking cur
M ade her cheek thuiu*: her palfrey *- footfall shot
btglil horrors through her pulse-: the blind
w:»i I
v
U ere full of chink- and hole- : and o\, rliead
Fantastic gables, eiowding. stared : but -lie
Not 1 e s through all bon* up, till, last, sin* -aw
1 he Wllile-iloWere.l eider-t h ickel from tin* licit i
< i* amthrough tin* < iothie
archways in 1 lie wall.
Then -In* lode hack, clothed on w it It flia-t it \ :
\ ml one low churl, compact of thankless earth,
l ln* fatal byword of all year.- to conn-,
l»oriug a little auger-hole in fear,
I’1 eped
hut hi- eyes, before thev had thenwill,
U ere shrivelled into darkne-- in hi- head.
And dropt before him. >•* tin* Lowers, who
wait
« Ml
noble dec,!-, ealieelled a -ell-e misused t
And she, that knew not, pas-ed and all at once.
W itli twelve -real shocks of sound, the shameless noon
NVa- clashed and h.uninered from
Inm lred
towel's,
Ule after nlle ; blit (*\i*n then -lie gained
ibi
bower: whence re-i-suing. robed and
crow ned.
I
meet her lord, she took the tax :iwa \.
And built herself an everlasting name.

This elegant preparation is onpared from the
.Jamaica (iicombined with choice aromatics and genuine French brandy, and is vastly superior to every other Extractor Essence of (linger
before the public—all of which are prepared with
alcohol by the old process.

CHOLERA

1\ O.

ulars Free.

VICKEIIY,

MORBUS,

FurniturE !
J. L. LOCKE,
PHENIX ROW,
No.
11

a mixture w hich, as a cowling',
and refreshing .summer I»e\ erage has no
equal. Darrels of ice water, prepared m t hi way,
may be drank without the slightest injury, and bap
py is the man who finds in this a substitute for spir
it nous liquors. Its value to the Farmer, Mechanic
and Laborer cannot be over-estimated. It is so cheap
as to be within the reach of all, so finely flavored as
to be enjoyed by lovers of the choicest liquor

Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits,
Tables, and Chairs of all kinds,
Mirrors, Brackets, Feathers,
Feather Beds, Mattresses
&c., &c., &c.

DYSPEPSIA,

Besides this new addition to his Extensive Stock,
he li;t> constantly on hand all such articles as are
usually lound in Furniture W irerooms, which he
proposes to sell at the

want of lone and

Activity in tie- Stomach and bowels, Oppression
after Eating, are sure to be relieved by a single dose
A great

exists for

want

a

Rates.

Cheapest Living

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

JAMAICA

Walnut, Kosewood and
Metallic, of all Styles and
Grades, Collins all Stylos
Supplied at the Lowest Brices, and at

GINGER

Short

Corpse

INTEMPERATE

Which

J.

Ls

arre.

L.

decay. Will
required.

H. L. LORD’S,
MERCHANT TAILOII

Xo. 10 Will it Mixon's I>lo<

S100
TV

300 CASKS
WM. PITCHER & SON.

April 10,

THE

>E

m

heim-.

J.

A. B. MATHEWS

Jbbfrtiscmcnis.

ORGANS!

Don't Fail to Call

<

I’.Ll.BKA 1T.1>

They are built from the 1>«I material, in the mo-t
manner.. and it i> generally conceded that j
they possess all the qualities of I me, Act ion, Insign, f inish and Durabilit" which constitute n:-i

i.AT EOF 111!. MUM OK

FIELD & MATHEWS’

Every Instrument su'd by us is fully warranted and
sat i si action guaranteed to the purchaser.

BOUGH 1 OUT

BLODGETT & CO.’S

making large twUlilions to the stock which he
will sell at the lowest living prices

•'i.ass instuiM

vi s,

The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be
done by a
person, that by constant practice and con
neetion with organs, understands them perfectly.
<lonseq leiitly we shall have a rt ner from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in
Tl Nr. and REPAIR.

ha Min:it tt- i'A ul on suits.pa in.on
taiu.es m a it hi. e it i vooi> Tor.
UATTItEES. HTlATXoTS, WltlT1 XII I> USES. WO HE TABLES
inn! LOOE1XB BLASSES,
EX TEXSIOX TA BLES
it SIDE BOA BUS.

>

■r

KECEIV HI) IIY

■IfST

II. II. JOHNSON

DR. TOWNSEND’S OXYGENATED AIR

ALL

l»ronchuis. Asthma, < on-nimption.
Liver ami Kidm-v Complaints, Scrofula, a ini nil
impurities of the P.lood.
W ith /’uniI;isis
an Imrinij nnhoum/.</ ,<n<v.-ss.
Consultation at our oilier or bv letter free. All
communications by mail will''receive prompt attention. Treatment, with full instructions, -mt to all
parts of the wor’d by express.
Physicians ami
Druggists instructed in the use of our treatment,
and fund-died \\ ith territory and advertising j; ipen.
None genuine unless “InhaV Dr. I'own.-eml'- (?xvgenuted Air” is blown in tin- bottle, also portrait ol
Dr. I ownsend on label.
!*.. careful to examine
both bottle .iiul label
Send .-tamp for our illustrated paper
Address Du
I
l\ fu\v\si.\n,
W< stmin-ter St., Providenci 1,'. 1.
atarni,

ures

I

Also

fO Till. TDILIND

1

mid call

i
t ho
who have to purchase 1 would say I have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they call
possible be sold for, to the nicest WALNUT and
U<)si;\\ udi>.
-ALSO—

Metiilic Burial Cases!
Same

HEART,

patterns

sold
MATH KWS.
as

were

by

11

BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN

1;

FIKI.H &

TO Main Street, Belfast Me
A. B. MATHEWS.

ii ,\ i: i: \ssia> man oi'in sini ss.

___

“Help Those Who Try

to

Help

Themselves."

ItOltl lt l F. CLARK
Having recently purchased the stock and trade of 8.
H HUSKY, will keep constantly on hand a
large

v

assortment of

ol

Oft lie best

I

J

|

winch

< ■

Saltier Aperient,
advantages <■!' a luxury vviib

mibiue.' Ih.-

Made

a

i:V

LATEST

Of all

IMPROVED

WOOD

Patented.

A.

W.

THRESHING AND

SAWING
GRAY

Middletown,

description promptly

attended to.

W4.-,^r-

B-^t.l.c.,

machines;

Manufactured and sold by
& SONS,

DR. JOHN
Office,
Sleeper

GROCERY

Water Wheel
H
selected* 4
ago, and
**

as

rears
years

/‘rices lover than

an v

ore

the Farmers’ ll«*ad

For

Exchange
Waldo

THIS I KNOW!

s. u WET*
NO 5, Phoenix Row,

GOODS

Advertised in this paper, at
and

even

lower

low

Farming*
among which

are

QUARTER OAK SWIVEL PLOW.
tin- best in use. A full line
KAtil.U PLOWS.

of the celibruteil SI I.YKK

'THE MEADOW KING MOWER.
Also Repair Pftces for the same.
The Hollingsworth HORSE
RAKE, and the
Wisner Self-operating SULKY HAY RAKE.

$50to$10.000
cg*. PROFIT,

[

Cheese Factories furnished with SALT and other
Hoods at reasonable rates.
Also a full line of Field and Carden Seeds.
Please call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
IRV IN CALDERWOOD.
SAMUEL CALDERWOOD.
lb?5.
Belfast, April 8,
tfiKJ

141 Water
Ai.K uv

I*ro|»ri«*tor.
Mtreet, Augusta,

lil!VlHi\,

BEFORE

MISS

BEECHER'S

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,
For Hair and Winskers. Changes 1 i^li t
"«•
4ray hair to a jet
Mark, dark brown, or
auburn color. It contains no Sulphur or
1.1 ad. or other deleterious Ingredient.
It
re(iuires hut a single
application to clleet
its purpo.se.and wash
[iiiii is required after
.dyeing, as in tin* case
lot other dye.-.. It is not
two separate articles
lias are most hair
hut a single
(lyes
combination; and experienced wholesale
drutntisls. who have
handled all the various dyes, pronounce n no. hkm1
for
color of the hair
the
changing
single
preparation
Which has ever been brought to their notice.
PRICK r»u t’KNTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in every
ease, or the nioiicv refwndi .1. Prepared onh l»> L. W
THOMPSON. Rockland. Me. Sold hi all dealers.

FRED

ATWOOD,

Wiuterport, Maine,
MAM I A l l l;i:i!S’
:ui<l li**t;lil iM-alcrin

AtiK.NT,

I’vry U.*scriiition nl

Agricultural Implements.

FIN E

SHIRTS!
MADE TO ORDER.

I’OWl.RS,

PLOWS OF EVERY VARIETY.
Nay, Straw and Root Cutters Hand or Power.
Lawn .Mowers, Harden and Field
Rollers,
Hand-Carts and Wheelbarrows.
Cider Mill-, < ofl'ee, Spice and Crist Mills— Hand or
in-

1'"",
(’ncmriher wood and American Sub
re' .I Pumps, \\ iud mills, Automatic
Pumps for
1 arms and Railroads, Dumb Pells, Sash
and Hitching

Celebrated Silver
A\l) Tin;

NEW CHARTER OAK

/

Henry Dunbnr, Jr,, has bought
formerly occupied by Fred Kim
/^TTNthe stable
on

■

* *

opt ned

ball,
Washington Street, near l’erkins
Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has

livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
a

Harnesses,

&c.

Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times.
Good and capable drivers furnished when required.
4br*Give me a call and try my teams.

Belfast, July 28tli.

H. DUNBAR, Jr.

1874. -tti

SWIVEL

potato I iggers and Planters, Rag Holders, Wagon
,l.tck-, \\ hippletrecs Double or
Single. Steamtio;il, Railroad and IMatforni Trucks. Ox
N okes and Rows. Plow Reams and
H a li d 1 e s
and

llairy Fu rnitliing

4fi

Mtaiionary ami Portable
Nleam FiagiiM**.
Nay spreaders, Loaders and Nay Fork--. Iron and
'Vood

NEW

Eagle.

Work of any kind and in any
quantity, at short notice.

Trade supplied at Manufacturers’ prices. Terms
liberal. Send tor descriptive Catalogue and Price
List.

41

Ruy

a

through ticket

on

board

Steamer Katahdin !
-AND—

WANTED!
PANT FINISHRS
POTE & QUIMBY’S.
Only GOOD SEWERS
Belfast, May lu, lb?5.—R>tf.

SAVE 25 CENTS!
<

need

apply.

N©
ror obtaining
noLnarges
Charges for

TO INVENTORS {ffiSSeiSST <!T?aaX]
HQ Treinont

Street, Boston.

-•

i.ai.l

hi

Wl I.I.-

1, l-

l-.ir Sale

W

STEAMER

LEWISTON,
u

CAPT. CHAS, DKKRINQ.
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TUTTLF,
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THE

p.r tic-
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IM
I,.
U
M1W

Union
Adams St., CHlt’AOO.
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Quaker Bitters

FOB SAIJ

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs, —the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy. To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the in-

BA

S. A. HOWES & CO.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May Still he found at the old stand <>t
Dr. Moore, corner ot' Church ami
M*^tX*LL_r spring Streets, lias all the latest
instruments
lor operating upon t<t h, in
improved
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How Lost. How Restored!
tin*

nulinfi.

cure

without

Physical Incapacity, I in
pediments to Marriage, etc.; also, C. »nm m i*th»n,
Kimi.i.I'sv and Kits, induced hy self indulgence or
sexual extravagance, &c.
4fcef*Price, in a sealed envelope, only 'i\ cents.
1 he celebrated author, in this admirable Iv-say,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ siicc«*»sful
practice, that the alarming con>etjuences of self
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use ol'internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode ol cure at once simple,
and effectual, by means of which ever) sutlerer, m»
matter what his condition may !>••, may cure himself
cheaply, privately, and radically.
1 his Lecture should La* in tin hands of evm-y
youth and every man in tin* land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, t<< any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents, or two po-1
age

v, Mental ami

stamps.

AN I» SOU!

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
I'll Bonerr, lew
Po.-d Office
lyrli

AND

AMKUU AN

R

KOKEUIN

l'orl*;
Box, 4 »M»

II. EDDY

tor Inventions, Trade Marks

or

Designs,

St.,opposite Kilby St.,Boston

extensive practice of upwards of .'to
years,continues to secure Patents in tin I'uited
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all papers for Patents executed on reason
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to de
terinine the validity and utility of Patents of Invenami other advice rendered in all
tions, and
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims ot
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As
siguments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the L'nited States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining 1‘atents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.

AATER

an

legal

ANIMALS.

CHARLES MASON,

Com’s’r of Patents.”

hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannotemploy a man more,competent and trust
no

applica-

and more capable of putting their
tions in a form to secure for them an early and lavorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late ComVr of Patents.”
“Mr. It. H. Eddy has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads ineto recommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
JOHN TAGGAR l.”
reasonable charges.
Boston, Jan 1 1875.
Iyr27.
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to which no allusion even can be found in
any
other works in our language. All the A nr Jtiscor.
cries of the author, whose experience is such as

duced,

prob
any man, an* given
in lull. >:o person should be
^without these valua
Me books. The press
throughout the country, the
clergy and the medical faculty generally highly extol
these extraordinary and useful works,
In* most
fastidious may read them.
Address the Pi: a body Mkdu'AI. Institi ti No.
4 Bullinch st. (oppositeRevere House), Boston, Mass
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can le
consulted on all the above named diseases, and all
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science and literature, on subject > ol ital impoitaiio*
to all, for only $-1 barely enough to pax ft.r mailing,
it should be borne in mind that the e gnat Medical
Works are published by the PeulMMly Mnlinil
Inwliluti*. an honoredilistitution, established wit h
large funds lor the sole purpose d doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most \Inordinary w orks on Physiology ex er puhli-died. There
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SCRATCHES

Blockmakers.

This firm confidently assure the masters ami own
of .-hips that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of sliipw ork-, for bt>!!, wood
eu and iron ships, in a maimer guarantee d to ei\e
satisfaction. tt..t
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PI Ml* is the a<
£ knowledged STANDARD
of the market, by popular
'a
verdict, the best pump for
**
tlif* least money.
Atten
tention is invited to Rlatchley’s I mpro\ ed
Bracket, the Drop Ch«*ck Valve, which
can bo withdrawn without disturbing the
joint-, an 1 the copper chamber which
never cracks, scales or rusts and will last
a life time.
For sale by Dealers and the
trade generally. In order to he sure that
you get Blatchley’s Pump, he careful and
see that it has my trade-mark above.
If
you do not know where to buy, descriptive circulars,
together with the mum and address of the agent
nearest you, will lu promptly furnished by address
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blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.
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firmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
Bitters a safe and reliable reinedy, in idl cases of illness incident to the sex,—purifying the

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
given to making and inserting

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

vs

CityCAPTAIN

—

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD.

iau*i

of Richmond,

—

DENTISTRY!

licialintercourse.

FOR $7.25 !

in.

Two Trips Per Week.

I’oil1 alul.

TESTIMONIALS.

BELFAST TO NEW YORK

32 50
,*{ 65
liill of I..tiling

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Savings Bank.

IX AX A OFA.XTFIA

large line ol steel and Swivel Plows, including the

Factory

Removal !

OKU AN Cl*

Mil

AM)

Weights.

A

Warranted to Fit.

493 Congress St., Portland Me.

IIIRKSUING MACNINKS,
MAC 11 INKS,

Wool) SAWIMi
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PURCHASING !

I1AM1.IN
TON AT.

SHINGLES

lyeowll.

\i.i. nut <;<. isi s.

MOWINU MA< lilM.S, (TLTIVATUKS. NORSK
liAKI.S, 11 A RRt )\V ft, NORSK llOKS, NORSK

Tools

the

£\«->ample Buttle and Circular 1 rre.,.?^
F. W

V\

CALL

Of

every description, Plows, Harrows, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Road Scrapers, Shovel?;, Forks, &t\,

Consumption.

Don’t fail to try it.
See
that the nane >*f i'. \Y. Kinsman is blown in the

prices.

LIVERY STABLE!

DOUBLE YOUR TRADE

to

I'Ll-:, 35 (T.XTS.
It is plea-ant to take.

LABI.K B' »1

City

We invite our old friends to call.
CALVIN J. CRAY.
N. F. I'A TTEKSO.V
Belfast, Aug. iiOth, IsM. tIT

County.

other first

class \vhe< 1. Pamphlet free.
leave my bonnet up here! Here, hold on
N. F. PIJ1INIIA.M, Yohk, Pa.
to (his chair!
“Madam. I earnestly hope you are not
going to perlorin any tricks.”
“I liain’t eli ? You just hold on to the J)ruggists, Grocers and Dealers! Pure ('Ulna anil
Japan Teas in sealed packages, screw top cans, boxlegs of this chair !
es or half chests—Growers' prices.
Semi for circu“1 can't madam—1 wouldn’t do it for lar. The Wki.i.s Tea Company, 201 Fulton St..
J*.
O.
Box
4500.
all the diamond pins in Syracuse!
do New-York,
away, madam—go home! I'm in a hur”
ry !
“Well, 1 won’t then, but when 1 say
circuses are humbugs 1 can prove it. I
Has been invested in Stock
don’t keer two cents lor their big words
Privileges and paid
and their panoplies, pageants, asterisks,
giraffes, aryal, georgouses and ourangoutangs—1 can beat’em all holler myself!” “lfow to Do It,” a Book on
Wall Street, sent free.
And she took off
heiy speetacles, lilted Tumbndge & Co., Bankers & Brokers, 2 Wall
her umbrella and went down stairs.
N.
V.
Street,

900

St

Farmers’

]>ut to work i«i the Patent Office- W ashington, 1). <and has
prowd to be* the best. 1‘Jsizes made

eh?

our

leading

It is prepared from \ egetab'e extracts and Burks,
of wonderful healing properties, ami this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and
other.-, testimonials from whom 1 can furnish w ishout number.

M<>ik1;in.

rv

I’

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

AVI. BEMOY ELMO their new Banking la..
iu Custom House Square, are prepared t.i re
eeive deposits, placing the same <m interest on the
lir>t days n! June, July, Augu t and s* ptemln >. mil
llecemher, .January, February and March. Iu!ei» t
being computed on same, the tirst Mondays ui June
and I Jecemher.
Deposits received duilv, \< ept on Su: da\- and
Legal Holidays, from to P: A. AC, and to I I*. M
Saturdays Bank doses at M, noon
John H-Qi nir.v, Treas.
ASA FAl N« !., I*r. !
if
Belfast, June stli 1»71.
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the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,
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Unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
Bronchitis, Influenza, Sorcnoss of

In-ij/hl
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LOWELL,

I am prepared to furnish at short notice, any -C le
of Handle that may be wanted, from tin
ol
Connecticut Oak, workmanship, lirst-class, turn
Mu d in anv <|uantitv, at bottom price-.
1 BID A I Wool), Winterporl, Me.
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Model Making
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EASY PAYMENTS.
rented until

payments;
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PIANO-HARP CABINET
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imirunwn’

quisilt* coinbinatitin of tin

Plow Handles! Plow Beams!

Con. H.

A Team will deliver all articles
at any part of the
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Sewing Machine Needles
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ceries of all kinds.

purchased of us
free of Charge.
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HOUSE
plain and

I bis now anti commodious Hotel, built
by the late
(Jardner Brewer, Ms«p, is now open to tin public,
ll is complete in all the modern appointments,
I assenger Klevator, Steam-heat and
running water
in the Rooms; Bath and Toilet Rooms on each Floor,
etc. etc.
I <'/•// centrally located, near the I’oimuon,
all the places-of amusement, Public
Building-, ami
>outhern and Western Depots, and the numerous
Steamboat Cities; Horse.Cars and Stage-to all parts
ot the City and Suburbs,
connecting with all [1^Depots, pa.-s the door continually.
Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards. according to
size and location.
An excellent Restaurant, at moderate
pric* s.
^ our patronage i.- solicited.

Kh,s<.

«

American Organs ever awarded any medal
in Europe, or which present sin h extrmidi
nary excellence as to command a wide sal-; them.
avarlt 1
pr.-inimns a- l.c
HLllHIO trial Expo-iti-.n In VinerliHHittillHAt
Europe. Out of hundreds then-ha v n-.i in-, n
all where any other organs have been preb-ii'•
Declared by Emire-i.t Mu
a
s-e
ULOl hemispheres, r.> be uitrivultil
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with -.pin;
than One Thousand
nt inn.
on having a Mason & Ham, m
D i.
IllulO I take any other. l>. nl-rs </< iakop k am
missions for selling inferior organv,
11 /../■
reason often try very hard to sell some:!,tug
MrUl CTVI CC with mo-1 important impr.
ever
m
Next
Solo and Combination Stop*.
Superb
Etayere and other ( a.vn of ip-w design*.

.JOHN II. 1*0011.
tf MA 1 i WELSH.

Belfast. March IS, 1S75.

Capt. Wm.

At their (treat Medical

$5000 Gold for

A I'Ll
in Tele
merlv occupied by SA.NIH >1{\ &
graph building, corner of Main and High streets
where they will keep every thing in the'meat and
vegetable line that the season alibi'd.-. Also gro

Furnishing

H ell, it I can t do more
entertainino- in live
minutes than a circus can in all
day I’ll

Street.

<

s I

Stock New & Fresh CHAS. CUSTIS & CO.,

And propose to make
quarters and

AND HUMOR CURE.

Tin i/nah </ mul nn/i/ Medicine ever diseurered
mid warranted ) for the perfect cure of all the worst
s< uoi't i.a/Blm. W'ok.m,
forms of IMi.i.s,
Sai.i Bid
m, ( as- i.k, I'\iai:i;ii, Bm.i maiis.m,
ID
K
\>niM.\,
i‘111*sia,
ium.ys, and all diseases of
the Mvl.N and Bi.<»m>.
I'.ntirelii veyet able. Money
returned in all cast- of failure.
II. 1). FOWl.lI,
Sehl everywhere. -‘1 a bottle,
Chemist, Bo-teu.
end for Circulars.
:‘.meow:t7

(Jrocevy

1

^Ss1

gener-

'STORE!

L'XDHIJSKINHI) have purchased the stock
npill-;
store h»r.A. and trade of the Meat and

Wl-

°

MARKET

ANNOUNCEMENT ! DRY

....I

PILE

Son, BELFAST, ME.

MEAT

—

_

FOWLE’S

And all Disease!

CLARK*

Before You Start New
Goods!
TRAVELERS! New
Business!

W

&

X. B.—Catarrh, Si ri;i< ai. and rm:o\ir Dis
11:
eases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and
w. An
n ih»n.
drkn, will receive his
v used in all its forms-where this
Ekkctrk
valuable agent is indicated.
4Mr“He will Visit 1’atii.ms at their ln-u-i
who
are unable to call at his rooms.
Office Horns—From lo A. M. until 1 !'. M.
From
I\ M. until
I*. M.. and from
I*. M mail
U 1*. M.
ltd:;

SHIP and
iu all its branches—both

-ii

\.M I i;

K' tuniin^: will
Boston
Tu«*>tl:i\, I Inn M.i
FARE TO BOSTON

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 186?.

by which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer,
lie has the country right for the use of

and Surgeon. Late from
Boston.
58 Main St., over store of S

C;m be found nil the
Vt. j

ietors, Boston'
lyeowde

HOMER,

WORK

&*r People who contemplate purchasing stoves
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before
go
ing elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
business am satislied that 1 can give satisfaction.

HORSE POWERS
GRAIN

Come and examine the newest
and best store in tin* world.

JOS

I >uiUHiisTs.

Al

si, i ll \\ i nWI.Kit SONS, l’ropi
Sold by di aler generally.

to All 1

Work,

specialty.

and billions affections.
•

Also Furnace
&c.

Ware, Lamps, Oil,

The WYOMING STOVE

tho-e of the pun st, safest and most genial alterative
ami tonic ever admini.-tersd as a cure for
dyspepsia
S.*1.1

manufacture.
Tin

Tarrant's Effervescent

cheaper.

Catalogue.

Catalogues Free

STOVES

Bottled Bliss. It i> impossilde to conceive
a nu.re refreshing draught tlian is allbrded
by

resort, to thi~ standard remedy, as is
proved 1 *y hundred- of testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed *‘I. lit ITS’’ on the
wrapper.
50 cAs, and $1 bottle: large bottles much the

CO. Tliey

H4-ni:.\ri-:.\nn:n the ela ce.j*&

AND GIV I S

in

stock of

o

it ur.i.ii.Vi.- mi:

"

our

COFFINS!

&

»■

Physician

and Fcatliers!

special attention to

CASKETS

SlTDKNT,

PAL PIT ATI NG,GRIEF-STRICKEN

nice assortment of

a

Beds.. Mattresses

mi

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.
As-ISTA.YI

OF

BEDSTEADS,BUREAUS, Ac,. Ac.

FELLFfFi YPOPHOSPHITES.
1111

KINDS

u

timely

a

lyr-'ti

Butterick’s Patterns

u

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
!>\

M. r WOODCOCK & SON.

the

('(INSTAM7.Y OX HAM).

of Inhalinr.

IMI’.Y & CO.

It i, < «» I «l «
>1 toit<liili«.
M o re
I'll roar. I a It ne ii/a,
IV hooping
C'roup.
Vouch- lloaru'iieoi
l-iver
Complaint.
l*uin» or Woreumw
in the Client or ftitle,
II I e e <1
ii g*
ut the
l.iiiig-M, and every alfec
tioil of tin; TH ii OAT,
u nos and
in-.sr, are
speedily and permanent
ly cured by the use of 1)K.
\\
o u:’s Bvi.sa.m oi-•■Wii.n CiiKiiiiV, which does
not dry up a cough and leave tin* cause behind, as is
the cast- with most reno-di.-s, but loosens it, cleanses
tin- lungs ami allays irritation, thus removing the
eatlse of the complaint.

Come and examine these Organs for yourself and
be convinced that they are as <oh>i> and
in Ai'i.i;
han any you ever saw, and if you want one we are
bound 1 *> si-1,1. a> we shall let s<> one touch u-in

prices.

prepared to do

are

Belfast

Upon

«»DIPLOMA OF HONOR

ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience iu the business, and our pad
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over thu Marble Works, High

No.

Before purchasing vour goods.
There you will
Mini Oeneral IIARDWAKK, PAINTS, OILS
ami
VARNISHES, NAlLs, CLASS, ami
I \ KM Eli’S TOOL'S, constantly on hand and
lor sale at
Lo\\ I'.s i
PRICES.
Don’t forgi-l
the place, ANCIER’S, \... l Ph.-nix Row.
tllJ
April jo, l-;.>.

Orders can be filled at. once
ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
for any PATTERN which is in
manner

We

PAINTING

ORGANS!

and wle-rever the\ have been
introduced, they have, ly their merit alone, won
their way inti, the admiration and confidence ol tin

HAS

<

J*ur!i«-s who \\i.~
to purchase machines that
have
pruned to !jr the best in market, will do well to send
lor (’ireulars and Inscriptive 1’rire
I.id, which w ill
be lorwaided tree.

Entertaining,

A. T.
imostr.

Awnrdod

"

FAI1TTERS!

ed and Bored to shoot dost*.

NOTICE.

s.-ar-port, May Jf, Vs;;,.

any others.

Teeth tilled in the best manner.
lrvlO.

C Particular attention given
and Sew iug Machine Bepawing.

f|NHI.
1

-SUCH AS-

--

ac-

SFP.SCRIBERs wishing to close up the
peddling business of their agents, .Mes.-rs, E.
P. Kimball, Augustus Fogg and Nathaniel lo ans,
•'eqite-t all persons having unsettled accounts with
tin-m to make immediate payment to

THOMPSON’S.

C.

thorough

FEES a !*()'! TE1L liostiin, (i'iu‘t al A 'fills.

Dr. Townsend showing the

situated

bargain,

!

ORGANS!

I
'i*or heaven s sake, madam, get down
oirn this table
Imre
hero’s a dollar il
you won't do it!
"1 don’t, want
your money, and 1 won’t
try it il your so scurt, but 1 ilon’t want no
irons going around talking about
1XSIHE IN Till-:
aryal
flights and deceiving the people ! "
She sat down, the
man
tin*
wined
young
sweat oil his brow, and
presentlv she remarked :
“And here s another
Or HATRFORD, CONN.
tiling, right here:
A sparkling asterisk,
flashing across the
tield of the cloth ol’ gold—Mons. (ionieWATERS' NEW SCALE
riijue in bis great delineations of human «re .,l“' best made: V/ie touch elastic,PIANOS
anil a line
character.’ I'd liketo know who she is.” singing
tone. powerful, oure «,„/ ten.
a man
“Madam, that is a'man
who WATERS’ Concerto ORGANS
delineates ehar.aeter.”
aniuot be excelled in tone or
beautv; thei/ defv com
hereby inform our friends, acquaintances
“How ?”
oucerto Stop is <i line i mitation
of
ami llu- public generally, that we have leased
fir••{?“;
ut<
iiuman \ oice.
one of the stores in the New Mock near the shoe
lie
makes
faces
*
“Why,
up
expresses
1
* ^
,JOW /'or cash during
f actory, ou Main Street, where we will be
i!“7I'KICKS
Month
K!:M 1'Inatalio.
pleased
mirth, sorrow, joy, and so forth.
Monthly
tits received- l’itiuos to see them all at
;\Io“t>iany and all times, and show them
°
‘‘"ll
“lie does, eli ? Well, what’s that to
allowed if our- our goods which we will sell at as LOW or LOWER
ttent-Mouey
'‘i1,’
hastd,
Second-hand
1 nstrmiw.i.t.■ AT
*t
•'iKftA 1 Prices than they can be purchased in Maine.
blow about? Make up faces—see here!” B A K«. AI
W ANTKl'e A liberal
dis
’'
*
And she shut her eyes, run her tongue count to Teachers, Ministers
Churches,
nurenes,
Schools
Schools,
/■"'lyes, etc. Special Inducements to the trade
II
out, and looked like the bottom of a brass hi strut ed
flailed.
Catalogues
IIOKACI W All.'
**
VIIW
J
III .I,.
kettle which had been kicked in
it .SoXS.
Ibl1 Broadway,
Xetv
Yorka
mule.
Box
by
tt.otir.
Shall make a specialty of keeping on hand
every“1 bey are
thing in the line of
humbugs, sir! she said as
she drew her
N. F. BURNHAM’S
“and
tongue in,
d’ye ’spose
Farmer's
1 d pay titty cents to
Goods.
TURBINE
go to one

ar<;; ,eb?

PLACE

BEST

and excellence

capacity

Trips

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

DNEQUALED “UNAPPROACHED
by

IMQIQT

two moderate sized
families, or one of t he largest size,
providing there is not more than twenty children;
a good barn nearly new, and about j;l acres ot land.
Pric» i?:»,0O0. Terms, Sloo to close the
suou when possession is given; * ’,000 to remain on
mortiMin'. pav able *.'»00 v«*arlv with Bankable inter
”>ni>
est.
'PEEEc STAPLES
E.ii.mire ot W il l. i;j» M. CutFi IX. Stockton.

IS AT

e

A ml i-

—

al thing.”

til-’

SMALL & KNIGHT

A

1

as a

1ST a.

M l

CABINET ORGANS.

in

ilie I'mitr! Four

un

'TCAf*

MASON & HAMLIN

Special attention paid to extracting
teeth. Artiticial Teeth Manufactured.

G.

large enough

commodate

—

by all Druggist' and Dealer

iletu

—

°

village.

yMMLl^

v£ToH

SEARSPORT, ME.

Sale.

For

Tun Steamers

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

THE

former

AM) EXAMINE THE

4A*rt '«• AN 1-oliD’s II AM AMELIS f-.r Sunburn,
Mosquito bites, and l’oison by ivy.

can’t-1

quite entertaining

subscriber oilers for sab.* his
I-arm on the. east side of the
river. The farm contains 80 acres
of land, good house, barn and outbuildings; a young orchard of 7ft
trees; well watered, and wood enough for home
consumption, file farm is in a good neighborhood
on the Searsport road, one half mile from the lower
bridge. Terms reasonable. Inquire of Capt. I R.
Sill I I', Pilot on board Steamer Cambridav.
Bid fast, May JO, 1 s?.'*. --'onos-hP

residence,
west side of Stockton
MVuntieHouse
to

*■

1 hey do, eh?''she remarked, as she
put tier umbrella in the corner and spit on
her hands; "I'll show you that
you are

hey

HrlJ’tisf,

RTliim\

TV ILL b I. I’A ID tor a bottle ol
any other Extract or l-. ence ol
Jamaica dinger il tound to equal
it iu tin* lla\ or. purit ,and prompt
t.
medicinal eft eel. Large't, Cheap*'
and l
fake
veil it a 1 ria!
no other until you In

■

are

best SUSPENDERS out at

BON MO ML
AIMASGEMEHS FDIi THE him Hi IS,':.

POOR & WELSH

Farm for Sale.

C

training.”

J

Guffs,

Row, Belfast

70 MAIN STREET.

—

Line <>f

l&pfy

WALLACE,

ENTIST !

Cove,

Line

Independent

—

L.MAGOON,

M.

be fur-

The man at the table leaned back in his
chair and relused to express an opinion.
ell, 1 know it," she continued in a
positive tone, "and 1 believe they git u uss
every day. Mow see here—listen to tins:
■A gorgeous panorama of
amazing wonders—a gigantic- combination of astonishing aerobatic talent.’ That’s all right on
I he poster,
but hev they got ’em ? I'd
like to see one o’ them aniimtls.’’
"1 ou’re
laboring under a mistake, madam.
It means a grand
display ot natural
curiosities, and informs tile public that
the proprietor has secured
many lirst-eluss
acrobats—the chaps who stand on their
heads, turn head over heels, and cut up so
many monkey-shines.”
“It does, eh ?” she mused ; “wual. do
•"U believe it takes a smart
person to
keel over?”
"Well, one lias to have a good deal ol

—

Nice

a

and Paper,) Neck Wear, Hosiery, Umbrella',

and the

Hotel.

ORGANS!

STOCK OF FURNITURE!

9

have also

.“.most::

dually inquired.

AII..S

Gut

r_--iPWbt<gC‘v
^PALMAM^QU
'^MERUITe/FERAT?

Uij*-All business entrusted to him will receive
onipt attention.

house and lot known as the
E. Fletcher house at SaturNorthport, for sale.
I ernis easy. Would take
mortgage
note for part pav.
Inquire of
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Esq»., Belfast.
tf-U
April JO, l.>7o.

day

Sanford’s

attorney at Law!

A.
THE

Collars and.
Linen

Invented

man, don't you know that circuses are awful liars and
humbugs?’' she

fit.'#

.lun.1 of is;.iAmerican

Northport,

LOCKE,

No 11 Phenix

Voting

-.Madam, hold on
don't do it!” exclaimed the man behind the table.
"I can Hop right over there and never
shake my bonnet 1’’ she said as she rose
up.
1 know you can, madam, but don't. I
am here alone, and 1
I don’t want vou
I".
I'd rather you wouldn't,
it you are
determined on it 1 shall leave the room!"
"\\ ell, you know 1 can do it. and that’s
enough. Vou may be right about what
that means, but see here—hear this: ‘The
highways ablaze with resplendent chariots
—the grandest pageant on earth’
I've
bin to lots of circuses, young man. and I
never saw a
pageant yet. ll they had one
the door of his cage wasn't open.”
"Vou arc also in error there. The bill
refers to the tact that the great number ol
wagons, chariots, etc., make up a sight
worth seeing as the\ pass alon"- ‘the
streets.”
“I'm-m-m," -In- muttered as she folded
the bill over:
"I don’t see
why they
eouldn t have said so then. And now see
here—read that : -Sig. tlovinolf, in his
aerial (lights.' Mow, then, is that a boa constrictor or acundurango?
“It is a man, madam—one of the perlurmors. 11 is real name is probable Jones,
hut that isn't grand enough, and so they
put him down as ‘Sig. (lovinofl'.’ lie is
the mall who jumps olf a
rope, turns over
twice, and comes down all right.”
“ll*‘ 1S, eh? Well, if he’s
got an idea
that lie's tin- smartest man alive 1 want to
1
him.
never did try to turn
disappoint
over twice, but l'il do it
right here now
or break my neck !
(lit the things otll’n
”
that table!
“Stay, madam—don't, I wouldn't have
t cm do it for
fifty dollars.”

1

System.

GEO. E.

and

come

s'

Sold

but

my New

Preserver,

rflVctually

nished whci
In a
i si ing 1 hem to ov en om< .1 morbid appetite tin
I aken bv on< of confirmed Imbit it will
intoxicant-.
.illay thif't. generate a liealthy flow of the gastiii
rini**tin
turni-hing the proper solvent f*»"
foot I, ;iud permit, by taking tin- place ot intoxicant -,
it'
ami assist, b}
renovating act ion on the system,
In eoillph t* p storaiion of tin- appetite, health and

Bills.

old woman,

finding to

Pattern

Notico,

a.Newly

Also

smoothly, and there were only eleven yards
in her black alpaca dress.

an

of fault

SUI GENERIS.

at Law!

IIABADM BLOCK. Belfast, Me,

WANTED.

Gi l A

Both

puhiic.

She had one in her hand as she cann*
up
tail’s, and she didn't say a word until alter she had wiped her
spectacles, placed
them on her nose, untoldcd the hill and
read a few ol the headlines.
■She was old-fashioned in look. There
were strings to her bonnet, she had no
bustle, her gray hair was combed down

I’m

good deal

save a

CASKETS FEATHERS

An elegant combination of the 1 rue Jamaica dinger
with ti.e choicest. Aromatic.
It is beyond till comparison tin* most health}, invigorating tonic and
timulant before the
It is earnestly recoin
mended to tie* weak ami nervous, to those reeos
and to tin ag< d, to
ing from debilitating di'*-as*
whom it imparts warmth and
igor. It i- iuvaln
able to t he

*>

deceived!

Will

Vest Factory—one
one to run a button
s. L. DODGE.

^ l,;ES for Chamber,
Dining Hull and Kitchen
J work, also a good Cook, for a Summer Hotel.

liclliisl,

JOHNSON,

14
STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

House and Lot for Sale ! D

-«

SANFORD'S

riT\\»> GliiLS at the Brooks
X_ to work at bushelling, and
hole machine. Apply to
Brooks, July 7, 107.').—Jwl.

E.

Attorney
MAIN

1

ri«>us obj. etions, vet palatable, even in
vigorutiug to tin* sciisath e palat* which will create
no morbid appetite for itself, and operates as an assistant to dig* stion, a- well a' perform the functions
of a stimulant. Such we confidently believe is to be
f und in.
Free Iron.

SHIRT?!

Consisting of New and Elegant Style ol

sweetened, form.'

taken after each meal.

FIELD.)

CHARLES D.

Successor to

healthy

Flatulency, sluggish Digestion,

most Skilful hands to manufacture
Confident I can lit the most fastidious, I respectfully solicit a call to examine.
To those that tind it difficult to get a good li'iiug

v

ICE WATER

Belfast, July 7, 1875.—Jwz

employ the

And

By

Whether produced by indigestion, improper food,
of water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden changes of temperature,
are immediately relieved by it.
One ounce added to
a gallon ot

CAKK, CiOODS
other, in a variety

Foreign and Domestic,

LAIHit: AXI* DKSIRA1SLK STOCK OF
Ki kM i nii; has just been received.

A

change

And

Shades,

Styles

-O F-

CRAMPS AND PAINS

WITH
or any

G.

RV,
Bay View .Strict.

Girls Wanted!

them.

NEW ARRIVALS

are instant
lv relieved by it. It will r* nder an attack of Cholera
Morbus impossible, if taken when the symptoms of
this dangerous complaint lirst manifest themselves.

SELECTED

I suitable*andfor this climate
of

to
BA

ALEX.

Have Arrived..
HAVE

Philadelphia._

Cramps, Fains, Diarrhea and Dysentery,

Boarders wanted.M. Apply
URALS

Au-

01t SOI L CHARMING.”
may fascinate and gain the
love and affections of any person they choose>iustautly. This art all can possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts;
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
I beams, Hints to Ladies, etc.
1,000,000 sold. A
queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s,

tki’Iv

SPRING GOODS!

A WEEK guaranteed to Male and
Female Agents, in their locality.
Costs NOTHING to trv it. Partic-

|>SYCHOMANCY,
How either sex
1

GINGER

—

Circus

$77

JAMAICA

—

Those

IA/ ANTED AGENTS—fverywhcro to canvass for
""our great Centennial Book, worthy the speri.
'il notice of experienced agents. For particulars address the publisher, 15. 13. KUSSELL, Boston, Mass*
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not
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which ha- m\,r I., tor
a populnrit
brrtt **«|ii:ill***l io any other preparation
recoin no mil il lot tin
unit
put p
AH wI»o hstve used it are
■ vouch lor us ability
f„rin ;,n
''
claimed for it. It is without doubt
the best Hair Pressing ever used.
Prepared h>

|

willing

—

LEVI TOWER, JR., BOSTON.
Sold Everjwhere.
50 Cents a Bottle.
As

guarantee of the reliabilitv of lt.Woi.IM>
permitted to u-e t lie name of til *». II. Mi it
!>., who has used it in his family with e\
henelicial results, and is perfectly acquaint
eeedingly
cd w it Ii its composition, lie iinln -i tut i ujgl > recommends it to his patients and declares it ft,
tr..m
any injurious substance.
dinTT
wo

a
are

Ol.S, M

KIDDER’S PflSTllLES.frVV
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